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From the Commanding General

By Maj. Gen. Mark T. McQueen
Commanding General
108th Training Command (IET)

To my Teammates of the 108th
Training Command, it is my great
privilege to share opportunities of
your successes with others. That was
no less the case when I was honored
by the invitation of an extraordinary
leader and partner, CSM Gilmer, the
Commandant of the U.S.Army Drill
Sergeant Academy to speak at the
graduation ceremony conducted
on March 8, 2017. There were 91
graduates, 16 from the 108th. Of the
16, five were on the Commandant’s
list. One stood alone with the trifecta
of excellence: Commandant’s List,
Distinguished Honor Graduate, and
Iron Drill: Female. That was SSG
Brianna Popp. The following is an
excerpt of the remarks I shared at
the graduation ceremony. Although
focused on the graduates themselves,
the words I share truly apply to us all.
As CSM Riti and I were travelling
here last night from Atlanta, we
stepped onto a plane which had some
10 or so young men and women who

were travelling to Columbia, SC to
begin the journey of being a Soldier.
They were a pretty chatty group as
you might expect. Full of excitement
and anxiety as they inched closer
to the institution we call the United
Sates Army. I’m sure they were
wondering what laid before them. It
was clear they had heard much about
what they were about to experience.
Some talked about how they
understood that upon arrival they
would have to remain awake for up
to 36 hours as they entered into the
Army. Some talked about the rigors
of the training they were about to
endure. Some spoke of the difficulty
of doing push-ups, running and ruck
marching. As they stepped off of the
plane they continued to be pretty
talkative as they walked together
clearing the security zone of TSA. As
they rounded the corner near the
USO station, they saw a Drill Sergeant
with another 20 or so young people
standing in two ranks, quiet and at a
relaxed at ease while holding a large
manila colored envelop. The group
I was walking behind became quiet
and realized they had arrived. Every
one of them wondered about the first
person they would meet…the icon
for what the Army was all about…the
person they would put their complete
trust and indeed their life into the care
of… their Drill Sergeant!
As Drill Sergeants, you are a symbol
of what the Army is and what it stands
for. For these young recruits,YOU
are their first impression which will
be their lasting impression of the
decision they made to join America’s
Team. When they arrive a little later
at their respective Army Training
Center, they will meet you.Their Drill
Sergeant …America’s gatekeeper to

building America’s might: THE United
States Army! I suspect everyone in
this room who has served in the Army
remembers their Drill Sergeant. I do
from 35 years ago as SFC Taylor was
that person for me.
In my estimation, the Drill
Sergeant is the embodiment of THE
professional standards we espouse as
a profession. The Drill Sergeant not
only holds to the highest of standards
in word and deed, but teaches others
how they too can embrace these
standards. The Drill Sergeant is the
standard bearer for what right looks
like. The Drill Sergeant is the one
who personifies the hollowed words
General MacArthur spoke of: Duty,
Honor, Country.
Words have meaning and that is
no less the case when describing the
Drill Sergeant. Words like professional;
Soldier;Warrior; Non-Commissioned
Officer; coach; mentor, trainer and
Champion.Where in all you do, you
display Courage, Candor, Competence
and commitment. You symbolize
the essence of a standards based
profession of arms, personifying what
is firm, fair and consistent. You are
a master of the field craft of being a
Soldier not only knowing the tasks,
but instructing citizen volunteers in
everything from the proper wear of
the Army’s uniform; to how to shoot,
move and communicate; to being a
disciplined American Soldier ready
to serve a Nation and protecting the
Constitution of the United States…
THIS WE’LL DEFEND.
In this day and time, we are
privileged to be a part of an institution
which has done more good for more
people than any other Army. Indeed,
YOU are part of the greatest Army the
world has ever seen in the history

of the world. And what sets us apart
from all the others. It’s the NonCommissioned Officer Corps and
indeed the highest standard bearer…
the Drill Sergeant. Leaders who have
been placed in an enormous position
of trust and is values based. Our
values: Loyalty, Duty, Respect, Selfless
Service, Honor, Integrity and Personal
Courage. It is you who will instill
these values into the citizen volunteer
you have been charged in training and
transforming into Soldiers.
Of all of these values, I believe
the value of RESPECT is probably
the most important. Certainly the
other values in particular integrity
are foundational to what we all are
as leaders, but it’s the one word in
the middle which I believe stands
out most. Respect for the institution
of our Army; respect for standards,
legacy and traditions we hold to;
respect for our fellow Soldiers; for
themselves and respect for their Drill
Sergeant. If you only remember one
thing from my remarks today, it is this:
never do anything that disrespects
or brings discredit to the institution,
our heritage, our Army. Instead, be a
leader…be the one that stands up for
what’s right and invests well in those
who you are beginning to pass the
torch of being a professional American
Soldier to. Be America’s Drill Sergeant!
In closing, let me say that you
are joining an elite fraternity of
professionals. Everyone in the Army is
able to claim the Soldiers Creed. Many
can espouse the NCO Creed. But it
is you, our honored Drill Sergeant
Graduates that have the privilege of
owning the Drill Sergeant Creed. Live
it. Own it. Honor it every day.
First in Training! Army Strong.
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From the Command Sergeant Major

By Command Sgt. Maj.
Robert Riti
108th Training Command (IET)

Today started out good because
like almost every day, it started
with physical fitness training.
I know I say this often in my
articles but when you start your
day off with PT, it’s going to be
a great day because PT sets the
tone of the day.
As my battle buddy MG
McQueen and I travel around
visiting our units, I’m seeing
a number of Soldiers in our
formations who are not
presenting a professional military
image in their uniforms. You don’t
have to be Sherlock Holmes to
figure out that PT is not a part
of their daily routine. I can also
guarantee that these individuals
are the same people who find
every excuse to get out of taking
an APFT.
I know I may get a lot of
back lash on this article but it’s
something that needs to be said
and something that truly bothers
me. I cannot believe there are
individuals who complain about
taking an APFT or doing PRT.
A true Soldier should be able
to take an APFT any day of the
week and pass it. Why some of
the Soldiers in our formations
come up with temporary profiles
and permanent profiles for PT is
something I cannot understand.
The CSA General Miley as well
as the Commanding General of
the Army Reserve LTG Luckey
are focused on readiness and
our ability to ‘Fight Tonight.’ As
Soldiers we should always be
ready to answer the Nation’s
call on a moment’s notice.
The American people have
expectations of the members of
the military and that includes
being ready to defend our
country and our way of life at any
given time. You can’t defend our
country if you’re not physically
fit and you definitely can’t
defend our country when you’re
non-deployable. It irritates me
knowing there are some in our
formations who are okay with
that.

So my question to you is,
are you ready to fight tonight
or are you going to put that
responsibility on your fellow
Soldiers? Are you maintaining
your physical readiness or are you
one of those people who always
runs to get a profile when it’s
time to take an APFT? I can’t and
I won’t say the number of nondeployable Soldiers we have in
our formations but there are far
too many. I understand that many
have legitimate injuries but I
also know many are making false
claims against our government
and the citizens of the United
States who have placed a special
trust in them. Being ready isn’t
just about being physically fit.
It’s about being a Soldier who’s
proficient in his or her job. You
get there by attending PME and
not looking for excuses not to go.
Being a Soldier is about taking
responsibility for your actions
and leading from the front. It’s
about re-affirming that oath you
took when you joined the Army.
The previous SMA use to say ‘the
Army didn’t join you, you joined
the Army.’ You were the one who
wanted to make something good
in your life and the Army did that
for you. So for those who have
those bogus profiles and lame
excuses for not taking an APFT,
what happened? What made you
quit on us? Because, that’s exactly
what you did.
If you’re one of those Soldiers
that push themselves to improve
your APFT, HOOAH. You are the

ones that will continue to lead
our Army to victory in future
wars. If you’re one of those
Soldiers that strives to make the
commandant’s list or be an Honor
Student when attending PME or
other military courses, HOOAH.
You’re the ones who have the
ability to coach, mentor and train
our future war fighters so they
know how to survive and win on
the battle field and also you’re the
ones who will teach them what
right looks like and put them on
the road to success.
At the time I’m writing this
article, the 108th Training
Command is conducting its

DSOY and BWC. Watching these
outstanding Soldiers compete and
push themselves to the limits is
something I wish the individuals
I’ve mentioned in the beginning
of this article could observe. These
competitors are physically fit, very
knowledgeable, courageous, and
exemplify all the characteristics
of what a Soldier should be. It is
these Soldiers and Soldiers like
them that keep America Strong.
It is these Soldiers that make us
Army Strong.
I apologize if you’re offended
by this article but maybe it’s time
for some of us to do a reality
check!
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From the Command Chief Warrant Officer

Taking Up the Army Challenge

By Chief Warrant Officer
Edward Salazar
Command Chief Warrant Officer
108th Training Command (IET)

Serving our country in the
Armed Forces is a challenge in
itself. The life of a United States
Armed Forces service member
is unlike most other forms of
employment. Although other
businesses have contracts, the
contract you sign or oath you
take with the Armed Forces says
something about your character on
the day you sign, and will ultimately
say something about who you
become as the years go by. Simply
serving in the Armed Forces is
no longer enough, we all have a
responsibility to be ready to fight
when called upon.
In 1982 when I first enlisted, I

knew there would be hard work
to do, but I never realized just how
much it means to be fully ready
when the day comes to move
out. As an administrator, typing
correspondence was a primary
duty at my first assignment, but on
my second assignment in 1988, I
was responsible for ensuring that
the 3d Air Naval Gunfire Liaison
Company’s personnel records
(approximately 300) were ready
in the case of deployment. Almost
everything was done by an electric
typewriter and we had one standalone word processor. After
receiving the command’s first
passing score on a Mobilization
Readiness Deployment Test, I
looked forward to the challenge
of having my records ready for
inspection. My diligence paid off
in 1991, when I had to prepare the
units personnel records to deploy
for Operation Desert Storm.
Another challenge came when I
was mobilized from October 2004
to September 2005 as the officerin-charge of the Soldier Readiness
Processing Center at Fort Sill, Okla.
Preparing Soldiers for mobilization
and deployment was a highlight in
my career. I required the Soldiers
and Civilians that worked for me to
provide a level of professionalism
that would be felt long after
the Soldiers passed through our
processing center and on to their
next assignment.
What can we do to ensure
success at the juncture of a call up?
We can prepare our unit, but we
must also prepare ourselves to be

at the ready. Scheduling a Periodic
Health Assessment (PHA) or dental
appointment when needed is the
first step in personal readiness.
It’s a critical piece that that goes
hand-in-hand with training and
equipment readiness. Circle a date
on a calendar, or put a reminder
in your phone that tells you when
nine months has elapsed since your
last Periodic Health Assessment or
dental appointment. If necessary,
call your unit administrator to assist
you when you are due an exam;
they would be more than happy to
assist (unit administrators live for
that stuff).
I like to say that I can juggle
10 tasks perfectly, but it is that
11th task that gets me every
time. Ask for help when you
need it. Many times we think we
can do everything for everybody.
Recognize when you are closing
in on that 11th task and ask for
help. Contact your supervisor or

unit administrator if you cannot get
on a computer to check your last
physical exam, last Army Physical
Fitness test or last weigh in.
As you progress in your career,
look back at what you thought
was special and exciting about
being a Soldier. Was it the training
and travel? Well, you cannot train
or travel if you are not physically
qualified. Take responsibility for
yourself and you will soon be
looking out for others in your
unit. Once you have built this
quality of personnel readiness
within yourself, you will be
looking to move up, whether as an
enlisted Soldier, warrant officer, or
commissioned officer. Readiness is
the first step to becoming a leader
and will be a career long goal
for mission success. Something
that MG McQueen has said in the
past continues to hold true now
– “If you aren’t ready, you aren’t
relevant.” Readiness is the first step

Going to Iraq: Chief Warrant Officer 5 Edward J. Salazar Jr, currently the 108th Training
Command (IET) command chief warrant officer, on his way oversees during Operation
Iraqi Freedom (Surge), July 2007.
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Female Drill Sergeants Play Vital Role
Photos and Story by
Maj. Michelle Lunato
98th Training Division PAO

The drill sergeant hat is an icon in
the Army that creates vivid images.
When people see a Soldier wearing
it, they immediately feel respect
because they know it is a job that is
earned, not given.
The hat that comes to mind for
most, is the male drill sergeant hat,
the brown round. However, the
female drill sergeant hat holds just
as much responsibility. It just hasn’t
been around as long, or as much, but
it certainly has history.
In February 1972, six Woman
Army Corps noncommissioned
officers from Fort McClellan,Ala.,
enrolled in the Drill Sergeant
Program at Fort Jackson, S.C. Upon
graduation, they were authorized
to wear the newly designed female
drill sergeant hat that was designed
by Brig. Gen. Mildred C. Bailey.
“Those six women and that hat
transformed the entire Army…and
my life,” said Command Sgt. Maj.
(Retired) Jennifer Dehorty, cemetery
director intern, National Cemetery
Administration,Veterans Affairs.
Dehorty’s statement is not
exaggeration. It’s merely a fact of her
own experiences as a trainee at Fort
McClellan in 1981.
“All the cadre we had there were
former WAC drill sergeants,” said

Dehorty.“The esprit-de-corps
that we learned from them was
different. It was stronger….We
even carried ourselves different
than the trainees from other posts.”
Dehorty was so inspired by her
drill sergeants, that she became
one herself in 1984. But like a true
Soldier trained by some of the
Army’s first female drill sergeants,
Dehorty pushed hard to do her best.
And in doing so, she earned The
Distinguished Honor Graduate title
over her peers.
Looking back, Dehorty said
she wasn’t trying to exceed the
standards. She just wanted to meet
them.
“In the day, those women not
only set the standard, they WERE
the standard.And I couldn’t think of
being anything better.”
A little over 45 years have passed
and those first female drill sergeants
are still remembered for their
bravery, said Staff Sgt. Briana Popp,
an Army Reservist with 3-518th,
2nd Brigade, 98th Training Division
(Initial Entry Training), who just
graduated as The Distinguished
Honor Graduate and Iron Female
from The Drill Sergeant Academy
March 8, 2017.
“They stared in the face of
adversity and never backed down,”
said Popp.The personal courage
those first six drill sergeants put
forth, paved the way for not only

female drill sergeants, but just female
Soldiers in general, said Popp.
Years have gone by since the
Army’s first female drill sergeants,
and progress is still being made.
In 2009, Command Sgt. Maj.Teresa
L. King became the first female
commandant of The Drill Sergeant
Academy. In 2015, Capt. Kristen
Griest, 1st Lt. Shaye Haver and Maj.
Lisa Jaster all became the first female
Army Rangers. In 2017, Pvt. Jennifer
Sandoval became one the first two
females to earn the combat engineer
military occupational specialty.
With more and more women
paving the way and others joining
the Army, female drill sergeants will
play a vital role in tomorrow’s Army.
“Being a drill sergeant is the
most important job in the Army,
hands down,” said Staff Sgt. Briana
Kozain, drill sergeant leader at The
Drill Sergeant Academy.“From the
moment that civilian enters my
world, I have the ability to plant a
seed to change their entire life.”
Like Dehorty and Popp, Sgt.
Earlandrius C. Parker, a drill sergeant
with the 108th Training Command
(IET), became a drill sergeant as a
result of her experience with her
drill sergeant.
“She inspired me and had
such an impact on me that it
was my mission, once I became a
noncommissioned officer, to do all
the things I needed to do to get to
where I am today and become a drill

sergeant,” said Parker who graduated
with Popp from The Drill Sergeant
Academy March 8, 2017.
Of course, becoming a drill
sergeant is not an easy task. It just
takes hard work, dedication and
training. But it’s not impossible, said
Parker.
“It is obtainable.You can do it,”
said Parker who invited the drill
sergeant who changed her life to her
graduation.
Many female Soldiers have the
ability to become a drill sergeant,
they just need to believe they can,
said Staff Sgt. Crystal L. Doherty, a
combat medic who earned her drill
sergeant title along with Popp and
Parker and will be going on the trail
at Fort Benning, Ga.
“Never let anyone tell you that
you are not good enough.Always
strive to be stronger than the next
person.And, just keep pushing
forward.There are no limits.”
With each new trailblazer, the
Army gets better and more diverse.
Many female drill sergeants said
it is not about being female. It is
about being their best and serving
the uniform with pride. However,
the best explanation about being a
female drill sergeant came from the
highest-ranking female drill sergeant
there is to date during a 2009
interview the New York Times.
“When I look in the mirror, I don’t
see a female,” said King.“I
see a Soldier.”
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Task Force Marshall Change of Command

By Stephanie A. Hargett
108th Training Command (IET)

CAMP MCCRADY, S.C. —
Soldiers and Sailors gathered at
Camp McCrady, Eastover, S.C., for
the Task Force Marshall transfer of
authority ceremony Jan. 5, 2017.
The Task Force Marshall training
mission formed in 2004, and the
108th Training Command (Initial
Entry Training) took on the
responsibility to provide a task
force for the U.S.Army Reserve.
Made up of a a battalion size
element of drill sergeants along with

civilians counterparts, the 108th
Soldiers provide a 12 day basic
skills refresher course to mobilized
Individual Ready Reserve Soldiers.
In December 2005, the mission
of TFM shifted and the 108th
embarked on a new mission of
providing the same training; basic
rifle marksmanship and first aid, to
U.S. Navy individual augmentees
who are being deployed to many
parts of the world, including the
Horn of Africa, Iraq, Syria, and
Afghanistan in support of the U.S.
Army command missions in those
locations.

Although transitioning from one
unit to another usually involves
a change of command ceremony,
for Task Force Marshall a transfer
of authority took place instead.
Although not typical, it wasn’t
surprising because TFM isn’t your
average Army Reserve command.
“Transfer of Authority’s are an
incredible experience where you
have the relief in place by one
formation to another,” said guest
speaker Maj. Gen. Mark McQueen,
108th Training Command (IET)
commanding general,“we’ve
really been fortunate to have

two battalions that are just
premier within the 108th Training
Command.”
Incoming commander Lt. Col. Karl
J. Painter was especially enthusiastic
about his new assignment.
“I think I am the first VMI
(Virginia Military Institute) graduate
to take over TFM, which is cool
because George C. Marshall was a
VMI graduate, he graduated in 1901,”
Painter explained.“George Marshall
is probably one the best Soldiers
of the 20th century.To take over in
his name, for me is a big honor. It’s
exciting to be coming on board,”
Painter concluded.
McQueen was equally enthusiastic
Painter taking charge of TFM.
“LTC Painter is well versed and
very experienced with what we do
and what our mission set is,” said
McQueen.
Part of the unique nature of Task
Force Marshall is the diversity of
people are involved ensuring the
mission is a success.
“This is really a joint mission, we
can’t do it alone,” said Painter.“We
have the Navy, the Totalis Consulting
Group that handles the S-1 and
the S-4, and we mainly manage the
training of the Sailors.”
Working together to support Task
Force Marshall are the, S.C.Army
National Guard,Army Reserves, Fort
Jackson active duty drill sergeants,
the TFM volunteer origination lead
by Maj. Gen. George Goldsmith
(retired), a prior 108th Commander,
and the local USO.
“ It’s just so many different groups
that come together to support this
mission,” said Painter.
The transfer of authority was well
attended, with generals from the
Center for Initial Military Training,
94th Training Davison, and the 98th
Training Division (IET), a fact not
lost on McQueen.
“This underscores the combine
collective effort of multi-compo
formations that are coming together
to meet a specific mission set,” he
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are coming through TFM having
mobilized before, some are coming
through for their first time and have
never even touched a weapon.
“We have 12 days to make them
capable and competent,” Painter
said.“Preparing Sailors who are
going to maybe a FOB (Forward
Operating Base) somewhere in
Afghanistan or Iraq or going to the
Horn of Africa.”
In those 12 days, the Sailors
aren’t only learning, they are
becoming proficient.
“They have to be able to qualify
on a M4, M9 and be able to react if
things go bad in a convoy,” Painter
explained. “It’s making them
comfortable with their weapon…
we put them on a plane 12 days
later and they go to their mission.
You have 12 days to make it
happen.”
Task Force Marshall isn’t a
command where individual
soldiers rotate come and go on
assignment orders, instead it’s an
entire detachment that mobilizes
for one year and is then replaced
by another detachment from within
the 108th Training Command.This
year, the outgoing detachment
is from Puerto Rico while the
incoming hails from North Carolina.
“Our teammates from Puerto
Rico did a brilliant job this past
year, they did a phenomenal job
of doing the hardcore work of
revamping the entire POI’s for the
training that the Sailors go through
and they were able to prove it and
implement it,” said McQueen.“Our
teammates coming out of North
Carolina are ready, they’re ready
to step in, and they’ve got great
leadership teams in place. Now to
extend that to our Sailors, as part of
the joint force is a real testament to
the capability of the 108th and each
of our battalions that do the task.”
“It’s been a great experience
and since the inception of Task
Force Marshall, the 108th training
command has consistently
delivered premier drills sergeants
and trainers to be able to prepare
Sailors for deployments,” concluded
McQueen.
explained.“Training our Sailors to go
into far reaches of the world to do
Army tasks. It takes the total team,
the joint team to be able to meet
the nation’s requirements around
the globe. Readying that force, the
mission of Task Force Marshall, is
critical to making that happen,” said
McQueen.
Training the Navy in Army tactics
places the Navy in uncharted
waters.
“They work in a different
environment,” said McQueen.
“They’re an ocean force and what
we’ve got is a land force. Bringing
them on to the land and teaching
them tactics and maneuvers such as
‘shoot move and communicate’ are
important.”
For some Sailors, training with the
Army is like navigating uncharted
waters and they only have a few
days to sail through.Although some
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It Takes a Village
By Lisa M Litchfield
108th Training Command PAO

For many, Valentine’s Day is a
swirl of red and pink decorations,
candies, flowers, cards and meals
that celebrate loving relationships
and intimate bonds. For the families
involved in Survivor Outreach
Services in Rochester, New York, this
day is just one more reminder of
what they have lost.
Supported by Family Programs
staff, two chaplains and each
other, the survivors came together
February 11 to create projects
memorializing their journey as part
of the Operation Love Letter event.
Started in Orlando, Fl., Operation
Love Letter is a program created to
honor fallen Soldiers, their surviving
family members and the bonds
they still share. Intended as a time
of celebration rather than a time
of mourning, the annual February
event serves as an opportunity for
survivors to gather together, share
memories and know that there are
others who understand exactly
what they are going through.
“I believe they (the survivors)
have cried enough,” explained Lora
Taylor, 75th Training Command
Survivor Outreach Services support
coordinator.“I want them to do
things that is going to make them
laugh and have great memories of
their Soldier.”
As the group members shared
stories, memories and refreshments,
the adults participated in a
resiliency project based on a
drawing of a house that chronicled

their grief journey. Meanwhile,
the children created pillowcases
celebrating their Soldier.
Dan Hasenauer, a Gold Star dad,
is passionate about ensuring others
know that they aren’t alone in their
journey.
“When we lose a Soldier in the
area we go to the funerals and
contact the families,” Dan said as he
explained his mission to let all Gold
Star Families that there are others
out there.
“We work with all the new Gold
star moms and dads or husbands
and wives,” Dan explained.The SOS
program is critical for Dan and his
wife.
“It means everything, that we’re
still being part of the military,” he
said.“Everyone here is in the same
boat, or as we call it,‘the club you
don’t want to join’ and it’s good
because we get together and laugh.
We have a good time. If someone
needs help with something there’s
always others out there… we kind
of make it a big family.”
For Jennifer Hansen, Gold Star
wife and mother to Michael, a
self-proclaimed “seven and three
quarter” year old, these events are
critical.
“It’s really important to me
because my son wasn’t old
enough to remember his dad,” she
explained.“It’s always important
that we continue to honor him and
make him an everyday part of our
life, particularly around any time
like holidays or anniversaries.”
As part of the Operation Love

The Dan and Rita Hasenauer, Gold Star parents, enjoy the fellowship of their Survivor Outreach Services group during the annual Operation Love Letter event in Rochester, New
York. U.S. Army Reserve photo by Sgt. 1st Class Lisa M. Litchfield/released

Letter event, Child and Youth
Services was on hand with
craft supplies to create custom
pillowcases, a project Michael threw
himself into whole-heartedly.
“I drew a couple not real battles,”
Michael said, pointing out various
sections on his pillowcase.“I drew
Star Wars, because I love Star Wars,
and also I drew the bombing that
happened to my dad. I drew a
bunch of funny things because I like
funny things, but then when I heard
people saying you have to draw
something about your dad, I took
notice and I drew something about
my dad,” he explained.
Jennifer was startled when
Michael brought his creation to her
for her approval.
“I wasn’t ready for that,” she
admitted. “Michael is inquisitive and
he wants to know what happened
and why it happened. He wants
to be able to express that to his
friends and people he meets, and
other Veterans he meets. So I find it
valuable that he knows so basically.
He drew the battle scene that I
didn’t know he had in him. And it’s
accurate, which is even scarier.”
Michael was matter of fact about
his project.
“I think I’ll like the pillowcase
a bunch - it looks cool!” he said.
“I think he [my dad] is a hero and
I think he also sacrificed himself
in the tower. He saved five or four
people.”
For families who know the pain
of losing a loved one, Operation
Love Letter, and Survivor Outreach
Services are a vital piece in the
“new normal.”
“As a Gold Star spouse, you are
already isolated from the rest of the
world,” Jennifer explained.“This is
your only safe pocket where you
can just be yourself, that it’s ok.
You have that scarlet letter and
it’s a good one to everybody else.
You don’t have those jaw-dropping
moments where no one knows
what to say to you and the constant
apologies for something they had
no control over and you don’t have
to repeat your story every two
seconds.They get it.They know.
And they laugh and joke with you.

Seven year old Michael Hansen begins
work on his memorial pillowcase during
the annual Operation Love Letter event in
Rochester, New York. Michael’s artwork included not only scenes from Star Wars, but
also his interpretation of the tower attack
in which his father was killed. U.S. Army
Reserve photo by Sgt. 1st Class Lisa M. Litchfield/released

It’s nice because you don’t have
to worry about offending them
and you don’t have to worry
about being offended, and I think
that’s the most valuable part – you
don’t get many opportunities like
that.You don’t get the chance to
just kind of decompress and say
‘this week was hard and this is
why’ and it’s ok to be crying – as
much as it is to be laughing,” she
concluded.
Operation Love Letter is just one
piece of the Survivor Outreach
Program that also provides long
term case management, assistance
with benefits and entitlements, and
financial assistance for survivors as
well as emotional support services.
For more information on local
support service across the 108th
Training Command (IET) contact
Family Programs coordination
Denise Wallace at 704-342-5128 or
joan.d.wallace2.civ@mail.mil.
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Task Force Marshall
Photos by Maj. Michelle Lunato
98th Training Division PAO

Task Force Marshall, a battalion size element of
108th Training Command (IET) drill sergeants and
civilians provide a three week basic skills refresher
course to include basic rifle marksmanship and first
aid instruction to U.S. Navy individual augmentees
who are being deployed to many parts of the world.
In between training cycles, the cadre comes together
to maintain their required training and work on
team building to strengthen unit cohesion. Soldiers
of Task Force Marshall gathered at the Teamwork
Development Course at Fort Jackson on Mar. 8, and
together they concurred the obstacles. At the TDC
the cadre was split into two teams and given the
rules, stipulations, restrictions and time limits for
mission completion. Having to move all personnel
and an ammo box across the pit of ‘lava’ while only
using certain materials and with weight and number
restrictions the task was not only a test of balance,
strength, and teamwork, but also of wits.The cadre
applied the same “think outside the box” mentality
used in training in order to accomplish their mission
and complete the tasks.
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98th NCO Earns Top Honors at

Drill Sergeant Academy

By Maj. Michelle Lunato
98th Training Division PAO

Earning the title of drill sergeant
is an accomplishment not all
Soldiers can achieve. However,
Army Reservist, Staff Sgt. Briana
Popp, did just that and more.
After completing the challenging
nine-week drill sergeant course at
The Drill Sergeant Academy, Popp
was presented her drill sergeant
badge and campaign hat alongside
90 others noncommissioned
officers during a graduation
ceremony at Fort Jackson, S.C.,
March 8, 2017. Popp stood out
among her peers when all the
scores were tallied, and snagged
two additional titles: Iron Female
and Distinguished Honor Graduate.
The Iron Female and Iron Male
titles are given to the drill sergeant
candidates with the highest scores
on the Army Physical Fitness
Test, which includes two minutes
of push-ups, two-minutes of situps and a timed two-mile run. All
candidates, regardless of age, are
graded to the 17- to 21-year-old age
group (male and female) standards.
A max score is 100 points in each
category, and for the age group the
candidates are tested in, a perfect
score requires males (females) to
complete 71 (42) push-ups, 78 (78)
sit-ups and a two-mile run in no
longer that 13 (15:36) minutes.
Popp, an Army Reserve Soldier
with 3-518th, 2nd Brigade, 98th
Training Division (Initial Entry
Training), took the Iron Female title

with a score of 299 out of 300 on
her APFT by doing 53 push-ups, 83
sit-ups and a two-mile run in 15:42
minutes.
The Distinguished Honor
Graduate title goes to the drill
sergeant candidate with the highest
grade point average in the class.
This coveted title goes beyond the
GPA though as it includes several
other requirements, such as: pass
all academic and testable material
with a first-time passing score; earn
a minimum of 90 percent on the
written exam; score a minimum of
90 points in each APFT category;
display impeccable leadership
abilities; and receive no infractions.
With a list of difficult requirements,
The Distinguished Honor Graduate
title is not easy to achieve.
Popp was so immersed in doing
her best in the fast-paced course
that she didn’t seriously consider
that The Distinguished Honor
Graduate title was a realistic option
for her personally.
“I didn’t think it was true at first.
It kind of surprised me.”
The title didn’t surprise her
husband though, but it wasn’t just
for reasons of love and pride. He
knew his wife was well prepared
for the course because he is a drill
sergeant himself. Staff Sgt. Victor
James Popp, an active duty drill
sergeant with Echo Company, 2-19
Infantry Battalion, 198th Infantry
Brigade, at Fort Benning, said he
knew his wife would do well at

the drill sergeant school, and even
exceed his own performance.
“I wish I could say I did the same,
but she’s twice the Soldier I am.”
However, outdoing others was
not Popp’s goal exactly. She just
wanted to be and do her best
because that is what she learned
from her drill sergeant.
“My drill sergeant was always
squared away. His [physical
training] was on point. He was
always the picture perfect poster
child of a drill sergeant,” said Popp.
This example of excellence and
leadership was also magnified by
her drill sergeant’s message, said
Popp.
“My drill sergeant used to say,‘It
takes the best to train the best,’ and
that always stuck in my head.”And
with that, everything was set into
motion for Popp. She decided she
wanted to become a drill sergeant
herself, and do her very best while
achieving that goal.
As many Army Reservists, Popp
had to prepare herself for military
school all while working a full-time
civilian job. But the Columbus, Ga.,
resident said her civilian job as a
surgical technician at Jack Houston
Memorial Hospital unknowingly
readied her for the hardest part
of the drill sergeant courseworking with so many other strong

personalities.
“Sometimes [at the hospital], I
work with difficult people who I’ve
had to handle in different ways, so
it’s definitely helped me deal with
my peers and other drill sergeants
since I’ve been here.”
Strong personalities are
expected, if not required, for drill
sergeant candidates, but there can
be a downside. When you get a lot
of dynamic people together, it can
be challenging, said Popp.
“When you come to The Drill
Sergeant Academy, you have a lot of
very strong leaders who are used
to leading Soldiers. And it’s hard
to come together and bring those
strong leaders to work together.”
Working with both active
duty and Reserve drill sergeant
candidates in the course, Popp
finessed her communication skills.
And after learning the Army’s best
drill sergeant practices, she said
she’d take her new military skills
into her civilian job at the hospital,
like a true Citizen-Soldier.
“The drill sergeant course built
my confidence as a leader, a person
and a surgical tech. It has given me
the extra confidence to stand my
ground the next time I need to.”
Confidence is a hard thing
for many people, including
Popp, but she recommends that
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any noncommissioned officer
considering becoming a drill
sergeant take the risk.
“If you find yourself wanting
to teach and improve the fighting
force, it is definitely something you
should do.”
Of course, preparation is key.
The nine-week drill sergeant
course should not be taken
lightly, and Soldiers should come
prepared.
“You always have to bring your A

Interested in Becoming
a Drill Sergeant?
For noncommissioned officers interested in taking on the
challenging and rewarding role of U.S. Army Reserve drill sergeant,
please contact Sgt. 1st Class Dorothy Sherrin at Dorothy.e.sherrin.
mil@mail.mil or 704-475-2307 (cell) or 706-626-0443 (office).
The 98th Training Division (Initial Entry Training) has units in:
Georgia, Florida, North Carolina, South Carolina, New York, Alabama,
Kentucky, Michigan, New Hampshire, Connecticut, California, and
Puerto Rico.

game,” said Popp.
But after weeks of hard work,
and maybe some self-doubt,
deserving candidates will earn the
revered title of drill sergeant and
don their campaign hat and drill
sergeant badge. And putting on
those iconic items makes all those
challenging weeks “really mean
something,” said Popp.
“The hat and the badge have
been the light at the end of the
tunnel.”
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In Y ur
Face

Basketball
Shootout
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Over the past 10 years Charlotte, North Carolina has been
hosting the Central Intercollegiate Athletic Association
Basketball Tournament. An event that draws in excess of
190,000 fans, students and alumni, the CIAA tournament
offers drill sergeants from the 108th Training Command (IET)
an opportunity for good face to face with possible recruits.
Although the basketball tournament is the main draw,
additional events throughout the week include an Education
Session for high school students and a Career Day for
college students where attendees can learn about education
opportunities, scholarship offers, career options and military
service.
One of the most interactive events during the tournament
is the Fan Fest. From sponsor booths and giveaways to
physical and mental challenges, Fan Fest gave attendees

the opportunity to ask questions and receive information
in an informal, trade-show manner. It was during this event
that Drill Sergeants of the 108th TC (IET) came together
to support a basketball challenge. The challenge involved
two volunteers competing in a basketball shootout as drill
sergeants got “in their face,” applying pressure on them while
they attempted to score from various locations on the court.
Sergeant’s 1st Class Robert Grundy, Matthew Blanchett,
Brad Griffith, Staff Sgt.Luis Lopez, and Sgt. David Miller never
cut the participants any slack, staying close and yelling as
only drill sergeants can do. Although missed shots resulted in
push-ups and sit-ups performed by the participants, a swag
bag full of Army Reserve gear sweetened the deal at the end
of the challenge.
US Army Reserve photos by Sgt. Stephanie Hargett, 108th Public Affairs/released
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‘Our John
Wayne’
Lt. Col. Chuck Kettles
Earns The Medal of Honor
50 Years After a Heroic
Rescue in Vietnam
Story and photos by Sgt. 1st Class
Brian Hamilton

tried to live my life to honor all of
them.”

108th Training Command (IET)
Public Affairs NCOIC

Someone’s Hero

(This article was reprinted with
permission from the Winter 2017 edition
of “The Officer” magazine.)
Former Staff Sgt. Dewey Smith
was among eight infantrymen laying
down suppressive fire for dozens
of Soldiers as they scrambled onto
helicopters under a barrage of
incoming mortar and machine gun
fire. He called watching them take
off heartbreaking, not knowing
whether there would be a final
rescue. But then, he didn’t know Lt.
Col. Charles “Chuck” Kettles.
Kettles is credited with saving
44 lives that day, Smith stated. For
his heroism, members of congress
upgraded a Distinguished Service
Cross to the Medal of Honor. He
was presented the award during a
ceremony at the White House, July
18, 2016.
“I’ve thought about that day a
lot over the years,” said Smith.“I’ve
thought a lot about those who died
there. I’ve thought a lot about those
who got out of there alive and I’ve

The son of a war pilot, Kettles
was drafted into the Army in 1951
to support the Korean War effort.
By the time he completed flight
training and shipped to Korea, the
war was over.
“I stayed there about five months
before they moved the entire
unit over to Japan. I stayed there
another five or six months and
then I volunteered to work with a
unit doing an engineer project in
Thailand.”
Having fulfilled his obligation
to the Army, Kettles returned the
United States in 1956, and enlisted
in the Army Reserve’s 4th Battalion,
20th Field Artillery Regiment.
In his civilian life. Kettles was in
business with his brother selling
cars at a Ford Dealership in Dewitt,
Michigan when the call to duty
came again in 1963.
“You know how reliable a used
car salesman can be,” he said.
An experienced fixed-wing
aircraft pilot, he volunteered for

Lt. Col. Charles Kettles sits alongside his wife of 40 years, Ann, during a ceremony honoring him and his service at the Pentagon, July 19, 2016. Kettles was awarded the Medal
of Honor during a ceremony at the White House July 18, 2016 for his efforts in saving 44
Soldiers and Airmen during the Vietnam Conflict.

Lt. Col. (ret.) Charles Kettles prepares to give a press briefing prior to being awarded the
Medal of Honor in Washington D.C., July 17, 2016. Gathered behind him are crew members he had flown with during the Vietnam Conflict as well as Dewy Smith, one of the last
Soldiers to be saved by Kettles, during the Vietnam Conflict.

active duty service in support of
America’s efforts in the Vietnam
War. Having attended Helicopter
Transition Training in 1964, he was
cross-trained to fly the UH-1D “Huey”
in France a year later.
In February 1967 while assigned
to the 176th Assault Helicopter
Company, 14th Combat Aviation
Battalion out of Fort Benning,
Georgia, Kettles deployed to Vietnam
for the first of his two tours.
It was May 15th when he received
orders to take a group of Soldiers
about 25 kilometers northwest
of Duc Pho, or “Chump Valley”
as it became known, because as
Kettles put it, only a “chump” would
be crazy enough to land in the
direct line of the enemy’s mortar
registration point.
“We were really just bus drivers
back then,” he recalled.
Dodging a wall of mortars and
green tracer fire from machine

guns, Kettles and his team of
six helicopters touched down
on the landing zone, offloaded
reinforcements and took on
wounded Soldiers for evacuation.
As the wounded Soldiers piled
into the chopper, shouting “Go! Go!
Go!” the crew realized the Soldiers
they had just let off were being hit
by a dizzying volley of machine gun
fire before they could reach the
cover of the wood line, according
to Kettles.With former Spc. Roland
Scheck serving as his door gunner,
Kettles successfully maneuvered the
aircraft out of enemy fire.
Despite nearly half of the aircraft
sustaining significant damage, the
pilots who remained operational
returned for a second run.As Kettles
lifted a second load of wounded
Soldiers to safety, Scheck received
life-threatening wounds to his arm,
torso and left leg.
With his helicopter now massively

An American flag decorates the front of section 20E of the Wall that Heals at the National
Mall in Washington D.C. LT. Col. (ret.) Charles Kettles is credited for saving the lives of 44
Soldiers and Airmen during the Vietnam Conflict and was awarded the Medal of Honor at
a ceremony at the White House July 18, 2016.
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see it behind me by the time I got to
the bird.”
Smith, who like the others, dove
into the helicopter head first, said he
never knew who the pilot was, nor
did he care at the time.
“The only thing I could see
was the back of his (Kettles) head
and the big hole in the bubble
(windshield).All I knew was that we
were getting out of there.”
As for Kettles, the thought of not
returning for those eight Soldiers
never once crossed his mind.
“It didn’t take a lot of thought for
me to decide what to do,” Kettles
said.“There were another eight
troops down there on the ground
and I know they sure as hell didn’t
want to be there!”
It wasn’t until nearly 50 years later
Smith finally learned who had saved
him that day along with so many
others.

Legacy Honored
Lt. Col. (ret.) Charles Kettles prepares to take the stage prior to being inducted into the
Medal of Honor Hall of Fame at the Pentagon July 19, 2016. Kettles was awarded the Medal of Honor during a ceremony at the White House July 18, 2016 for his efforts in saving 44
Soldiers and Airmen during the Vietnam Conflict.

damaged itself, Kettles unloaded
the wounded, including Scheck, at
the base camp, jumped in another
helicopter and returned to the fight.
“I’m not counted as part of those
44 paratroopers and four helicopter
crewmembers he saved that day, but
he saved me too. It was 49.” Scheck
said.
“I was the first guy he had to haul
away and he’s been my hero ever
since.”
With so many of his assets out
of commission, Kettles and the
remaining pilots went searching for
replacements.
“I only had one operational
aircraft by this time, so we went
down the street looking for some
at the 161st. We borrowed five
helicopters from them with crews
and went out again,” Kettles said.

A Final Pass
They were returning from the
third run, thought to be the last,
when they received word of the
eight Soldiers – Smith among them –
still on the ground.
Kettles, who was leading the
formation at the time, radioed for
someone else to take the lead and
returned to the landing zone, still
ablaze with incoming mortars and
small arms and machine gun fire.
As the final eight scrambled
onto the helicopter it took a direct
hit from what was later believed
to have been a rocket propelled
grenade.With a huge hole in the
windshield and a damaged main
rotor, Kettles, who received wounds
from shrapnel that went through his
torso and seat, managed to keep the
Huey under control.
“It seemed a lot cooler without
the windshield anyway,” he quipped.

According to Smith, the eight
Soldiers on the ground, who had
gone straight into escape and evade
mode, began running toward the
rescue chopper the moment it came
into sight.
“When I saw that helicopter
coming back in, a big sigh of relief
swept over us,” said Smith.“The
tracer fire was ahead of me when
I first started running but I was
running so fast that I swear I could

After serving three tours in
Vietnam, Smith went on to work
with Commercial Motor Freight
until 1985 and Metekote Corp. until
he retired in 2005.Together with his
wife Dianne, he has six children. “I
really did get a second chance on
life,” Smith said.
As a result of his injuries, Scheck’s
leg was amputated. He spent a
year recovering from his wounds
at Walter Reed Hospital and was
later hired by the U.S. Postal
Service in Salisbury, Maryland. He
stayed 38 years with the U.S.P.S.
finally reaching the position as
Chief Steward and President of the
American Postal Worker Union. He
has three children with his wife

Miriam Huebschmann and is still
active in labor activities today.
After his second stint in Vietnam,
Kettles returned stateside in 1970,
where he continued serving in the
Army Reserve at Fort Sam Houston,
in San Antonio until his retirement
in 1978.
He was originally awarded the
Distinguished Service Cross for his
actions that day.
A nearly five year effort by the
Veterans History Project finally led
to the upgrade of his original award
to the Medal of Honor by members
of congress. It was presented to him
by the President of the United States,
President Barak Obama, during a
ceremony at the White House, July
18, 2016.
During the ceremony, Obama
remarked “with all due respect to
John Wayne, he couldn’t do what
Chuck Kettles did.”
He and his wife,Ann, will soon
celebrate their 40th wedding
anniversary.Together, they have 10
children.
Inducted into the Hall of Heroes
at the Pentagon on May 19, 2016,
Kettles is the 3,496th recipient of
the Medal of Honor and the 206th
service member to receive the
award from the Vietnam War era.
Kettles recently toured the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial.There,
etched in stone, are the names of
more than 58,000 service members.
“I know there can only be one
recipient of the award, but this is for
all of the aviators and infantrymen
in the valley that day.The names of
those 44 don’t appear on the wall in
Washington D.C.,” he said.“That’s the
bottom line.That’s what matters.”
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Mission Complete
By Stephanie A. Hargett
108th Training Command (IET)

FORT BRAGG, N.C. — Soldiers
of Task Force Marshall Detachment
Five have spent the last year training
Sailors for future missions around
the world.
As of Jan. 23, 2016, only one thing
stood between them and stepping
foot on Puerto Rican soil – their
demobilization process.
TFM-D5 consists of Soldiers
in the 1/389th BCT BN based in
Puerto Rico and is a part of the
98th Training Division (Initial Entry
Training), 108th Training Command
(IET).The TFM mission is unique –
Army drill sergeants training Navy
individual augmentees for overseas
deployments.
“That’s what the Navy wanted,
they wanted drill sergeants out
there, they want the campaign hats
out there so that the Sailors will
see that and hopefully respond in

a more positive way,” said Det 5
Command Sgt. Maj. David Grantham.
Although the Navy wants the
presence of the drill sergeants, they
don’t want the famous “shock and
awe” experience for their Sailors.
“We definitely can’t turn the
drill sergeant mode on,” Grantham
explained.“For drill sergeants going
into TFM, they are drill sergeants,
but they aren’t really doing drill
sergeant duties, they are more of
instructors.They wear the hat, but
they don’t conduct themselves the
same way. It’s a little different, your
audience is different.”
Even though the mobilization is
not the typical drill sergeant job,
Soldiers are able to utilize some
of the skills obtained while going
through the United States Army Drill
Sergeant Academy.
“It’s total night and day.As far
as a drill sergeant goes, it’s more
the ‘knife hand’ and molding a

(Courtesy photo)

brand new recruit off the street,
taking a civilian and making them
into a Soldier,” said Grantham.
“Here (at TFM) the population are
seasoned Sailors who’ve already
been deployed, been in the service
a certain number of years and we
teach them how the Army, talks how
the Army acts.”
Although taking a drill sergeant
and teaching them to become
(Courtesy photo)
more of a mentor/instructor versus
mentor/disciplinarian was tough,
Although Garcia and Lebron
Grantham said most of his Soldiers
came in with school knowledge and
figured it out really quick.
no practical knowledge, Grantham
For a few soldiers, this was their
really felt like his Soldiers matured
first time conducting training while
throughout the year.
wearing the infamous hat.
“They were able to go through
Sgt. Josue Lebron graduated from
the learning curve of learning to
USADSA and had only been back
be an instructor versus being drill
in Puerto Rico for about a month
sergeants … they did very well.
before he headed to Camp McCrady,
They’re leaving a lot stronger
S.C.
and more knowledgeable, they’re
Lebron wasn’t the only soldier
great noncommissioned officers,”
new to the drill sergeant way of life.
Grantham said.
“I have a lot of young drill
Although not all soldiers came
sergeants, some don’t even have
from the Puerto Rico unit, the
trail time.The youngest one (Garcia)
Soldiers were still able to build a
was 26 years old and turned 27
solid, cohesive team.
during the tour,” said Grantham.“She
With thirty two of the Soldiers
had never been mobilized and she
from Puerto Rico and 10
is what we call a ‘baby drill’.
augmentees scattered in from
across the Southeast, integration
could have been difficult but
TFM-D5 placed a mixture of organic
and augmentee troops into each
company and went to work.
“The companies did really well.
They took care of each other and
they grew together.Alpha and Bravo
really supported each other really
well,” Grantham said.“I can’t say
enough how well they did.They did
a great job and set a high bar.
A strong combination of
discipline and training ensured
that TFM-D% had a 99 percent
success rate with over 1,200 Sailors
successfully passed through Camp
McCrady, and the final one percent
were usually unsuccessful for
medical reasons.
“Being a drill sergeant at Task
Force Marshall is no easy feat,”
explained Grantham.“We came in
100 percent and we are leaving at
100 percent.”
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From the 95th Training Division (IET) Commander

By Brig. Gen. Andrew Bassford
Commanding, 95th Training Division (IET)

We are a Drill Sergeant division.
We provide trained and ready
Drill Sergeants in support of Army
Initial Entry Training when and
where required. We are extremely
good at what we do. Our partners
in the active Army tell us time and
time again that they could not
accomplish their missions without
our help!
Most of the time, we support
the active Army by sending our
Drill Sergeants to a training post

for two or three weeks every
summer. This helps the active
Army deal with a routine need for
extra Drill Sergeants that arises at
that same time every year. We are
comfortable doing this mission,
and it is a mostly uneventful,
normal occurrence.
Sometimes though, our Soldiers
get mobilized for longer periods
of active duty and may be asked
to serve on active duty for a
year, if not more. When one of
our Soldiers gets asked to go
on duty for such an extended
period of time, they are going
to have to deal with a number
of issues that would not arise
under normal circumstances.
Often, Soldiers will have job and
family challenges arising out of a
mobilization.
Federal law gives a number
of employment protections to
Soldiers who are called to active
duty. These can be enforced in
the courts. Most employers,
though, will do the right thing on
their own, and hold a Soldier’s
job while that Soldier is away.
If, however, a problem arises,
Soldiers can get help from ESGR
– Employer Support of the Guard

and Reserve (www.esgr.org). The
folks at ESGR are there to help
you, and should be the first call
that you make if you are having
employer problems related to
your performance of duty.
The Army is absolutely
committed to ensuring Soldiers’
Families are taken care of while
the Soldier is away from home
performing duty. There are plenty
of programs in place to handle
any challenge a family might
encounter. Army Reserve Family
Programs (www.arfp.org) is a
great starting point to learn about
these programs. On that website,
you can find points of contact to
get help right away, 24/7, if you
need it.
One of the greatest, and most
effective ways that we help our
families though, is through our
unit Family Readiness Groups.
Every battalion is required to have
a FRG. The FRG is run by battalion
family members who have
volunteered their time and energy
to help other families in the unit
who may be in need. The FRG is
also directly tied to the battalion
commander, and so is able to
make the chain of command

aware of problems as they arise.
The commander can then get the
Army to act as needed to resolve
these problems.
You may know the FRG as the
folks who put on the battalion’s
winter or summer family activities,
and that’s true. These activities
can be fun, but they are designed
to help family members get to
know each other. That way,
everyone can put a face with
a name if they need to call for
help. If you have not yet gotten
involved with your battalion’s
FRG, I would encourage you to do
so.
Being called to active duty can
be exciting and challenging. It is
something that can happen with
very little notice, and can take
you away from job and family.
Realizing this, however, the Army
has built a great set of tools to see
that your job and family are taken
care of while you are away. If you
use these tools, you will be able
to focus on your mission, and not
have to worry about what is going
on at home!
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From the 95th Command Sergeant Major

By Command Sgt. Maj.
John Stumph
95th Training Division (LT)

It has been a little over a year
now since having the privilege of
joining the 95th Division as the
Division Command Sergeant Major.
I am extremely proud to be back in
the Victory Division serving with
the Iron Men of Metz; the Soldiers
who were ready to fight bravely
against the odds to accomplish
their mission as they moved across
France.They were trained, then
called on to perform a difficult
mission until completed.That end
date was unknown at that time,
unlike today when we have BOG
(boots on ground) date and length

of tour predetermined. In recent
history, the Iron Soldiers of the
Victory Division have served in
many countries around the world
with distinction.They were ready
for the mission; are we ready today?
The duty of the reserve Soldier is
to be a ready, relevant force capable
to deploy when called.The Chief,
Army Reserve says that we must be
ready to “fight tonight”. In order to
accomplish that, all Soldiers must
be fully ready to complete the
fight. Leaders cannot accomplish
a mission without a ready force.
Unlike the past, the luxury of
having time to get ready is not a
luxury that exists today. Leaders
at all levels are concerned about
having a ready force to use for
mission accomplishment. First line
leaders are the vital link since they
have the direct contact with their
troops.Today all Soldiers are leaders
since our training prepares Soldiers
to step up and fill the shoes of
the Soldier that falls in order to
keep the unit moving forward
to accomplish the mission. With
every Soldier a potential leader,
then the responsibility to maintain
a posture that is ready to fight
is every Soldier’s responsibility.
Leaders assist in the readiness
by providing the resources for

the Soldier but also by educating
the subordinate Soldier on where
the information is and how to
use and access it.The Soldier of
today must have that knowledge
since tomorrow they will have
the responsibility and be held
accountable for preparing Soldiers
to be ready to fight.Whether that
Soldier be a new recruit, a newly
promoted sergeant, or the platoon
sergeant that suddenly becomes the
company first sergeant.That training
is difficult to accomplish. How many
times do we just give our future
leaders a printout and tell them to
fix it instead of taking the time to
mentor and educate them so that
they can then track the information
and be proactive instead of reactive?
With every Soldier a leader, and
leaders held accountable then
all Soldiers are accountable for
all that they accomplish or fail to
accomplish.All of us are responsible
and accountable for what happens
in our formations, leaders and
Soldiers alike
We must also be reliable.
Soldiers must be able to perform
repeatedly when called on, even if
the proper resources are not there.
We must be resilient – possessing
skills and inner strength to cope
with unbearable environmental
conditions and situations. Do
you possess the training, physical,
mental and spiritual stamina to
overcome the environmental
conditions and stressful situations
that you may find yourself suddenly
thrust into? Many of you may have
seen the movie or read the book,
‘Unbroken.” Louis Zamperini was
an Olympic runner who overcame
many challenges just to make the

Olympic team. When the war broke
out, he became an aviator. Later,
his life took a dramatic turn when
his plane crashed in the Pacific
and his ordeal began. Not to give
the entire story, but after surviving
over 40 days on the open ocean in
a life raft, he then endured extreme
abuse as a POW while also caring
for the fellow POW’s in camp with
him. Later in life, after experiencing
the trials of readjusting, he was
asked whether he thought of
himself as an optimist or pessimist.
To paraphrase Louis Zamperini, he
responded with this. I am a realist.
The optimist sees a glass of water
as half full with water left in it that
can wait to be filled while still
drinking the remaining water.The
pessimist sees the glass of water
as half empty and thinks that the
water must be conserved to last
longer.The realist sees a glass of
water that needs filled to survive.
The realist knows that he will drink
the water today and needs water
tomorrow. He must find a way to
replenish the water to keep it full
today, tomorrow, and the days to
follow if he is to survive, for he will
drink water every day to survive.
Are we ready to fight tonight?
Have we prepared ourselves to
meet the challenges that come
tonight? Are we prepared for
tomorrow? Have we prepared our
replacement to do our job better
than we did? More importantly, did
we identify the replacement for the
Soldier that replaces us and is that
Soldier fully prepared and trained?
For tonight we fight and may fall,
who takes lead tomorrow and is a
trained Soldier ready to replace the
replacement?
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Back to the Basics:

Enabling Our Leaders to Make our Army Ready
By Col. Todd Lazaroski
As the current Chief of Staff of
the Army, Gen. Mark A. Milley, has
stated in many forums, readiness
is our top priority – why is it so
difficult? As a leader of a brigade,
I would like to ask any leader
reading this article if you find
readiness easy? If you do, then
you may opt to stop reading right
now. If not, welcome to the other
95% of our organization. So let’s
be fair. What I mean by readiness
is “green” in all key metrics that
allow a person or unit to deploy
with minimal preparation. Is the
cause of difficulty navigating
systems? Lack of school slots?
Lack of doctors or medical
appointments? Employer
conflict? Geographic dispersion
of subordinate units? There are
many potential root causes to
why readiness is such a challenge.
I submit that the root cause of
95% of the problem with keeping
readiness levels in the green is
not system or process related at
all, but rather the lack of attention
or priority by our company level
leaders (notice I did not say lack
of ability). There are some leaders
who genuinely get it, understand
how to use tools, metrics and
expertise in their formations to
achieve significant results- but
from my experience these are the
exceptions and not the rule.
Just the other day I hosted
a town hall with a couple of
my companies. It took a few
questions and about 30 minutes
before the crowd warmed up
to present some significant
and fundamental issues that
affect readiness. The first red
flag question was Special Duty
Assignment Pay. Several Soldiers
have consistent issues with
SDAP pay, even after reporting
it and having it fixed. The next
set of questions revolved around
a Soldier who has not had his
basic issue completed or missing
equipment for four years. Imagine
that, four years! A third question
was again wrapped around
Kentucky Logistics Operation
Center and getting funding for
Army-issued individual equipment
or TA-50.
Of course, I inquired about
medical readiness and asked why
anybody should ever go red with
plenty of advanced warning of
anniversary dates and a culture
that soldiers are responsible
for their own readiness, right?
Wrong! With three levels of
Command Sergeants Major onstage- the BN, BDE and DIV, we
were able to diagnose pretty
quickly. Without writing a
complete dissertation on root

cause analysis of these problems,
they were all preventable and
from company leadership, if not
battalion. So why is readiness so
hard?
As a former platoon leader and
company commander I always
carried a leader book - right next
to my FM 5-34, Engineer Field
Data. My tracking system was
not electronic, but rather analog;
a paper, a list, names and dates
from everything from schools,
to physicals, to APFT, to family
names and addresses. This byname management was drilled
into me at every school I ever
went to…Reserve Officer Training
Course, advanced course and
officer basic course by using
Troop Leading Procedures and
issuing Operations Order after
Operations Order. At some point
between the early 1990s and
today- we have determined that
teaching young leaders how to
be accountable is somebody
else’s responsibility; perhaps their
mother or father’s responsibility?
It is a systemic issue that we
have perpetuated with the last
15 years of war - that junior
leaders have not been challenged
to be responsible because they
have not been given the chance
to grow- the leaders of my
generation (or the one before
me) did it because that’s how
they were trained- and now my
generation is retiring and that
skill is perishing fast! Mission
command and allowing junior
leaders to make mistakes and
grow for the benefits of the Army
is one of Gen. Milley’s tenets. A
leader book is one of those tools
along with some mentoring and
tasking that junior leader’s needand they need it fast. The answer
cannot be- the system is downtherefore we stop whatever we
are doing. Wrong!- Get on the
phone, call them into a meeting,
do whatever those junior
leaders need to do in order to
disseminate information or gather
it without the system.
After conducting that town
hall the other day, myself and the
three CSMs gathered the 1SG
and company commanders and
huddled in a corner of the drill
hall to provide some mentoring
that could have prevented at least
half of the problems identified
in the town hall. A predictable
answer to why Soldiers were
not green on readiness was not
understanding or even knowing
when their Soldier’s dates
were for various MRC events. I
explained using a leader book to
one of the company commanders
and 1SG’s and the next day I

presented them with an examplethe 1SG looked at me like a deer
in the headlights! That’s not what
the system shows he explained.
“What does the system show?”
I asked. He said it was down.
So does that mean we waste
another BA waiting for it to be
up next month? Wrong again! If
he had the book and the dates
printed out like the example I
gave him; he could walk to each
of his Soldiers and ask instead
waiting for a piece of technology
to provide the initiative. He was
essentially paralyzed not knowing
what do next. Imagine, paralyzed
for not having a system to give
him a simple list of names…what
if he was on the battlefield, how
would he fair in a more complex
environment when a PHA list
becomes a show stopper? See
my point? We have done this to
ourselves in the way we have
trained; set low expectations of
our junior leaders and lack of
follow up to learning. The kicker
is that this is not an overnight
course correction.
So what do we do now?
First we need to stop treating
our junior leaders like we are
helicopter parents and making
their bed. We need to task
these leaders with difficult and
challenging tasks that will take
them out of their comfort zone
so they grow. If this means being
risk adverse (not talking about
breaking any UCMJ laws here)
and holding folks accountable
and most likely making them
uncomfortable- then so be it. I

am a firm believer that when you
are out of your comfort zone are
you are most likely in a prime
learning zone for which the
lessons will resonate for a long
time. Give them the tools (leader
book) and instruction and then
leave them alone and follow
up on their progress with spot
mentoring. No more everyone
gets a trophy- that provides a
false sense of accomplishment
for the under achievers and gives
no incentive for those that want
to achieve. It kind of gets you
where we are today with many
of our junior leaders – a static
line that must be influenced by
some other factors or leaders for
status quo to change. Our leaders
are smart and they are able and
capable- that’s the good news. We
must capitalize on that intellect
and capability immediately.
In closing, we have all been
briefed about the potential or
likely peer to peer threats that
our country could face in the
future. The scale of warfare with
a peer to peer engagement will
be unlike anything that this or
the last generation has fought;
only those veterans of WWII or
before would know. If you have
ever watched the television series
Band of Brothers- what level of
leaders fought the vast majority
of engagements and what was
their level of responsibility for
the duration of armed conflict?
They were the junior officers
and NCOs; but history never
repeats itself. Start preparing and
challenge your leaders today.
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Forging Enduring Partnership and Civilians
to Soldiers FLS ECHO MISSION FY 17
By Capt. Samuel C. Holt and
1st Lt. Jedd R. Cayetano
Photos by 95th Training
Division(IET)
As 2nd Brigade, 95th Training
Division (IET) begins its Echo
Mission support for fiscal year
2017, a new partnership has been
forged to ensure effective and
sustained support of the Brigades
partner unit: 1-48th Infantry
Battalion, 3rd Chemical Brigade,
Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.
Brigade leadership and staff
site visits to 1-48th IN 60 days
before first boots on ground
prepared the brigade with a
consistent information flow
between the units and sustainment
coordination done prior to arrival
to allow Day One Drill Sergeant
engagement and effectiveness
with the partner training battalion.
For some of the brigade’s drill
sergeants, they returned to train
Soldiers with former battle
buddies, for others they bonded
with new battle buddies as they
forged civilians into Soldiers.
The first rotation of the
brigade’s drill sergeants arrived
at Fort Leonard Wood, Mo., Jan.
19, 2017, and began immediately

to integrate into the companies
they would be augmenting. This
year, two to four drill sergeants
from 2nd Brigade, 95th TD will
augment each Basic Combat
Training company of 1-48th IN.
The additional drill sergeants allow
the six companies of 1-48 IN to
conduct effective training and
provide an opportunity for Active
Duty drill sergeants to temporarily
leave for career schools and other
Army additional duties that are
required without degradation of
the training experience for the
initial entry Soldiers. The ability
of these U.S. Army Reserve drill
sergeants to plug into a company
regardless of where the unit is
in the training cycle allows for
smooth transitions for the Soldiers
and positively impacts the training
quality for new recruits.
In order to mentally and
physically prepare Soldiers to
successfully meet the requirements
of BCT, drill sergeants from 2nd
BDE, 95th DIV and 1-48th IN teach
new recruits how to properly and
safely conduct Physical Readiness
Training, as well as instilling
discipline through drill and
ceremony. The focus for 1-48th
IN is changing civilians mentally

A CO, 1-48th IN, 3rd CHEM BDE of Ford Leonard Wood, MO welcomes new Soldiers to the
company January 21, 2017. In the foreground U.S. Army Reserve Drill Sergeant, Sgt. Rodney Baxter (E CO, 2-413th, 2/95th DIV) awaits the command to provide the first block of
instruction of the cycle. U.S. Army Reserve photo by SSG Alvinpual Mendiola

into Soldiers through the use of
daily rituals and tasks in order
to provide a positive direction
for Soldiers to view upcoming
training and review past training
performance.Trainees are taught
to be resilient and push through
adversity using tools provided
through Master Resiliency
Training. Drill sergeants from 2nd
Brigade, 95th TD are in-briefed
on the areas of focus for 1-48 IN
and are integrated into the units

with this perspective on focus to
best aid their partner units with
accomplishment of the Battalion
Commander’s intent.
Drill Sergeant Rodney Baxter (E
CO, 2-413th, 2nd BDE, 95th DIV)
conducted his first cycle as a drill
sergeant with this year’s first group
of Echo Mission Soldiers. Having
completed Drill Sergeant School
the end of last summer, Baxter has
been eager to get on the trail.
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Leaders Reaction Course. Soldiers of F CO, 1-48th IN conduct training to enhance problems solving skills and demonstrate the importance of teamwork. U.S. Army Reserve
photo by SSG Alvinpaul Mendiola

“This is my first time on the trail,”
Baxter says.“I was surprised that
there were so many companies and
so few drill sergeants. When we got
assigned to our own company we
were welcomed by everyone.”
Baxter said that he loved the
opportunity to train and he can’t
wait to be back for another rotation.
Drill Sergeant Vasiti
Muamoholeva, C CO, 2-413th, 2nd
BDE, 95th ING Division, is a newer
Drill Sergeant and is very excited
to be a part of the Echo Mission.
Muamoholeva said the integration
process was very smooth and the
team is very cohesive.
She loves being a drill sergeant
and being a part of the Echo
Mission. She is one of a few drill
sergeants who has volunteered
to stay the duration of the Echo
Mission rather than just go home
after the typical two week rotation.
Muamoholeva is eager to perform
the duties of a drill sergeant and
always looks forward to being
involved with new Soldiers. She
loves mentoring and training them
and being able to ensure the next
generation of Army Soldiers are
trained to the highest standard.
Drill Sergeant Ehret, C CO,
3-415th, 2nd BDE, 95th DIV, has
been a Drill Sergeant since 2008.
This year he is working with Echo

Company 1-48th IN.
“Echo, 1-48th IN has been one
of the most receptive group of
individuals I have ever worked
with,” said Ehret.“They are eager to
put me to work and open to new
ideas and ways of trying things.”
Ehret has also elected to stay

Attention to detail. U.S. Army Reserve Drill
Sergeant, Sgt. Vasiti Muamoholeva (C CO,
2-413 Regt., 2/95th DIV) provides direction,
motivation and purpose to the Soldiers of
F CO, 1-48th IN, 3rd CHEM BDE on January
24, 2017 as they arrive the first day to their
company. U.S. Army Reserve photo by SSG
Alvinpaul Mendiola

Discipline and Precision. Drill Sergeants conduct Day 1 PRT and Drill and Ceremony Instruction at F CO, 1-48th, 3rd CHEM BDE on January 24, 2017. U.S. Army Reserve photo by
SSG Albinpaul Mendiola

more than the normal two week
rotation.
Across the Echo Mission the
resounding reasons our drill
sergeants give for their continuing
passion for their duty is the
opportunity to rapidly integrate
into a new team while establishing

positive relationships across the
Army and to perform on that new
team shaping citizens into Soldiers
that will eventually have a profound
impact within our Army.Already,
Soldiers of this mission are looking
forward to next year’s mission.
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From the 98th Training Division (IET) Commander
Iroquois Warriors,
Inspired is all I can say.
Inspired with the professionalism
and exceptional performance
of our Drill Sergeant candidates
at the United States Army Drill
Sergeant Academy. CSM Priest
and I just returned from the
graduation ceremony of Drill
Sergeant Class 002 at Fort
Jackson, S.C. In that class, not
only did the 98th Division have
thirteen Drill Sergeant Graduates
(Hooah!), but it had the
Distinguished Honor Graduate
(SSG Briana Popp), Iron Female
By Brig. Gen. Miles Davis
Commanding, 98th Training Division (IET)

(SSG Briana Popp) and four
graduates on the Commandants
List (SFC James Brennen, SSG
Briana Popp, SSG Gary Tenhaaf,
SGT Timothy Thelen). CSM Priest
and I want to personally thank
our Drill Sergeant Graduates for
their personal dedication and
commitment to excellence, the
families for their support and
understanding, and Command
Teams (Company through
Brigade) for their encouragement

and support of the pursuit of
excellence. You all have so much
to be proud of. We all have so
much to be proud of!
Over the next quarter, I want
you to focus on three things:

1. Drill Sergeant Production
This is the Division’s number
one priority. I need each and
every Soldier, NCO, and Officer
in this Division recruiting new
viable Drill Sergeant Candidates
for our formations. I need
Command Teams assessing their
Drill Candidates and getting
them scheduled for Drill Sergeant
Academy. (This year!) During our
visit to the Battalions, CSM Priest
and I are finding numerous Drill
Sergeant Candidates without
dates for the Drill Sergeant
Academy. I liken that to driving a
car without having a destination
or being on a land navigation
course without points. In both
situations, you are working
without a goal or objective in
mind. How do you know if you
are on track? How do you plan
and prepare? Command Teams
must assess their Drill Sergeant
candidates during their first
BA in the units.This includes

I need each and every Soldier, NCO,
and Officer in this Division recruiting
new viable Drill Sergeant Candidates
for our formations.
assessing all 13 requirements to
be a Drill Sergeant and selecting
their Drill Sergeant Academy
dates. Got a date? If you are a
Drill Sergeant Candidate without
a Drill Sergeant Academy date,
get with your first line leader, get
assessed, and get a date! If you
are a Command Team with Drill
Sergeant Candidates without
a Drill Sergeant Academy date,
assess them and get a date! Over
the next quarter the Division will
be rolling out our “Got a Date”
campaign to ensure that every
Drill Sergeant Candidate has been
assessed and has a date for the
Drill Sergeant Academy.

2. Conducting tough, challenging, METL-based training outside of the Reserve Center.
Our ability to execute our
missions, recruit viable Drill
Sergeant Candidates, and
retain Drill Sergeants (Combat
Readiness) relies on our ability
to effectively plan, execute, and
assess challenging, METL-based
training OUTSIDE of our reserve
centers. I expect Battalions to
be conducting two Field Training
Exercises each year. I expect
Company Commanders getting
their units out of the Center to
conduct challenging training.
Units that conduct great training
attract great Soldiers! No great
story started with “When I was in
the Drill Center I…”

3. Improving your Medical\Dental Readiness.
I expect Leaders at all
echelons to be responsible
for their own personal Soldier

Readiness and the Soldier
Readiness of the Soldiers in
their areas of responsibility.
Leaders must understand and
utilize information systems such
as DTMS, CSMM, EES and have
systems and processes in place
to ensure that all of the Soldiers
within their area of responsibility
stay in compliance with Soldier
Readiness Requirements. During
this next quarter, we will be
conducting a Division Heath
Readiness Challenge (Top 5 and 5
Most Improved Companies,Top 2
and 2 Most Improved Battalions,
Top Brigade, Perfect Company,
Perfect Brigade Command Teams).
If all of us across the 98th
focus on these three areas, we
will build an even stronger force.
Together, we can make those little
adjustments because that is what
dynamic Leaders do.
Take care of your Soldiers,
Civilians, and their families,
and always demonstrate
professionalism. Hold your
subordinates accountable for
their actions and demonstrate the
Army values 24/7. As CSM Priest
and I visit your units, I encourage
you to ask us questions, let us
know your concerns, and share
your ideas. Together we will
make the 98th Division the
Army’s Initial Military Training
Division of choice to expand
its capability to provide agile
and adaptive combat-ready
Warfighters ready to “Win in a
Complex World.”
“Standards, Discipline, and
Trust”
Iroquois 6

8 Keys to Success Campus

Developed, in part, by the Department of Veteran’s Affairs and more than
100 education experts, the 8 KEYS TO SUCCESS ON CAMPUS are eight
concrete steps that can help veterans and service members transition
into the classroom and thrive once they are there.
Veterans at SWCC, in addition to having
the benefit of our academic and career
counselors, can also work with specialists
in the Veteran’s Upward Bound Program
and a Veteran’s Affairs Officer.

WWW.SW.EDU
donna.price@sw.edu

Richlands, VA

276.964.7287

sw.edu
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Retired Iraq Veteran Helps Others Find Peace
By Maj. Michelle Lunato
98th Training Division Public Affairs Officer

Life can be full of stress that is
unavoidable. From the irritation of
dealing with road-raging drivers to
the anxiety of coping with PostTraumatic Stress Syndrome, it can
be a lot to handle.
Of course, stress and PTSD are
not always limited to veterans alone.
Many family members and civilians
can have similar weight on their
shoulders. Regardless of the size
of the shoulders, sometimes, the
weight can just be too much.
In these situations, people
just need a horse to save the day,
according to Retired Command Sgt.
Maj. Sam Rhodes, owner of Warrior
Outreach in Fortson, Ga.
After serving 30 consecutive
months deployed to Iraq in 2003,
Rhodes found it hard to readjust

to life back home. He suffered in
silence from the impacts of war
because he feared the stigma
associated with asking for help.
“I was kind of embarrassed. I
didn’t want anyone to know I had
challenges. So I kind of handled it
on my own,” said Rhodes.
Through his struggles, Rhodes
discovered a path to comfort.“I
found that horses were very helpful
to me.The dynamic part of that
is, being a leader, once you find
something that’s going to help you
get through the challenges in life,
you want to share it with other
people.”
So like a good senior
noncommissioned officer, Rhodes
sprang into action to help others
who may be suffering in silence,
like he was. In 2008, Rhodes and
his wife, Cathy, started the Wounded

Tyler Patterson, a Boy Scout with Troop 69 out of Columbus, Ga., learns to ride a horse during a visit to The Warrior Outreach Ranch March 11, 2017.
Warrior Outreach Ranch is a nonprofit organization for veterans and family members to
relax and unwind through equine therapy. U.S. Army Reserve Photo by Maj. Michelle Lunato/
released

Warrior Horsemanship Program at
Fort Benning. It allowed veterans
and their families the chance to
interact with horses during special
events on post. As time went on,
people kept asking us to do more
and more though… so eventually,
we did, said Rhodes.That is when
the Wounded Warrior Horsemanship
Program transformed Rhodes
country home into the Warrior
Outreach Ranch.
“In 2015, we decided to make it
bigger and bought 15 acres, built
the barn, and now expanded our
home as a place for people to come,
relax and enjoy life and relieve
some of the stress of life.”
Warrior Outreach Ranch, which
is a 20-acre ranch, is a sanctuary
Rhodes and his wife created for
veterans and their families.
“There are so many veterans
suffering from challenges in their
life – not only from the war, but just
everything. So we want this to be a
peaceful place for them to come,”
said Rhodes.
At the ranch, peace comes in
a variety of forms. Veterans can
choose to walk a quiet trail, fish
in the tranquil pond, hang out in
the quaint club house, or Rhodes’
favorite activity – interact with
the horses. Whether it’s feeding,
grooming or riding the horses,
Rhodes finds that his soul is quieted

through the contact.
“They say the outside of a horse
is good, for the inside of a man.”
Being around an animal that big,
makes people focus, and focus is a
key to dealing with stress, according
to Rhodes. With all the stressors in
today’s hectic pace of life, anything
can trigger anxiety…if we let it, said
the veteran who is a Legion of Merit
and Bronze Star awardee.
“We can go into a downward
spiral any day, over anything,” said
Rhodes. But the retired command
sergeant major found his way to
refocus through horses over the
years. And this form of therapy
has worked for other veterans and
their families too.That resiliency
skill taught Rhodes, and his Warrior
Outreach Ranch visitors, how to
emphasize the good.
“You have to figure out a way to
get a positive in what you are doing,
and not focus so much on the
negative things in life.”
The Warrior Outreach Ranch
helps people do just through
daily interaction or special events.
Rhodes said the ranch was created
for veterans, and him and Cathy
tailor their time to what veterans
and their families need. So whether
veterans need a unit family day, class
on resiliency or just time with the

Find Peace continued on Page 28
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Horses at The Warrior Outreach Ranch in Fortson, Ga., help veterans and their families by offering them a place of solitude and comfort. Whether it is through just being around the
horses, caring for them or going on trail rides, visitors to the ranch are able to re-center on the important aspects in life. U.S. Army Reserve photo by Maj. Michelle Lunato/released

Find Peace
Cont’d from page 27

family in a quiet place, this retired
sergeant major is ready to help.
In December, over 50 Army

Reserve Soldiers from Headquarters
and Headquarters Company, 1st
Brigade, 98th Training Division
(Initial Entry Training), spent the day
at the ranch for their official family
day.The relaxed family environment
was filled with outdoor activities,

potluck food and time with the
horses, said Capt. Cheryl Miller, an
HHC officer with 1st Brigade, 98th
Training Division (IET).
The local facility offered the
Reserve Soldiers with a unique
opportunity to unwind, said Sgt.

1st Class Marvin Chestnut, plans
and operations noncommissioned
officer, HHC, 1st Brigade, 98th
Training Division (IET).
“The Warrior Outreach Ranch put
in a lot of hard work for our Soldiers
to have a memorable experience,
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Austin Jones, a Boy Scout with Troop 69 out of Columbus, Gal., pets “Scout” during a visit
to The Warrior Outreach Ranch March 11, 2017. Warrior Outreach Ranch is a nonprofit organization for veterans and family members to relax and unwind through equine therapy.
U.S. Army Reserve Photo by Maj. Michelle Lunato/released

Retired Command Sgt. Maj. Sam Rhodes was diagnosed with PTSD after serving 30 straight
months deployed to Iraq starting in 2003. Upon returning home, he discovered that horses
helped him regroup. Now, he runs a nonprofit organization, The Warrior Outreach Ranch,
that helps veterans and their families reconnect and relax by learning to deal with horses.
U.S. Army Reserve Photo by Maj. Michelle Lunato/released

and really took the time to ensure
the Soldiers were really enjoying
themselves.”
The fact that the unit’s family
day was at a fellow veteran’s home
just added more to the day, and the
unit could not be more thankful
to Rhodes and his wife, said 1st Lt.
Robert Burch, HHC commander,
1st Brigade, 98th Training Division
(IET).
“They are absolutely fantastic
people and their mission is an
honorable and selfless one.”
Creating a ranch doesn’t
just happen overnight though.
It takes a lot of volunteers to

run the nonprofit organization
that is available at no cost to
veterans. Lance Hoffman, a retired
lieutenant colonel who was also
diagnosed with PTSD, is one of
those volunteers who keeps the
ranch running.
Hoffman, who only found out
about the ranch through a friend,
said he offered to help out for one
event, and hasn’t stopped since.
That was a few years ago.
“Sam found out I had a chainsaw
and that was all she wrote,” said
Hoffman who regularly helps clear
brush and trees along the three
main hiking and riding trails.“Now

I am the proud owner of three
chainsaws, two pole saws and
several double bit and single bit
axes and wedges and everything
else.”
The large group of volunteers
are a mix of veterans and their
family members, as well as local
citizens who just want to support
the military. As the volunteers
muck stalls, familiarize visitors
to horses and cut trees, they are
also building a larger family and
stronger community.
“There is just a comradery out
here,” said Hoffman.
The close-knit family is always
willing to adopt though, joked
Hoffman.
“We need more volunteers. If
you gotta chainsaw, come on. I got
lots of work for us to do!”
However, not all volunteers need

a chainsaw.There are plenty of
other ways to help the ranch that
range from administrative tasks to
handing out equipment to visitors.
And when time is not possible
to give, others compelled to help
can donate everything from hay to
food to garden tools.
In full military style, Rhodes
does give out one warning to all
his guests and volunteers though,
just so they know what they are
getting into to.
“Once you come out here, you’ll
fall in love with it and you won’t
want to leave.”
For those interested in scheduling an
event at the Warrior Outreach Ranch
or volunteering to aid the nonprofit
organization, visit
http://warrioroutreach.org/
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4th Brigade Best of the Best JROTC Drill Competition
By 1st Lt. Edward Williams
3rd Bn., 518th Inf. Regt., 98th Training
Division (IET), Unit Public Affairs Officer

Hickory, N.C. — Drill
Sergeants from the 3rd Bn. 518th Inf.
Regt., 98th Training Division (IET),
acted as competition judges for
the annual 4th Brigade Best of the
Best JROTC Drill Competition held
Saturday, February 11, 2017 at the
Hickory Metro Convention Center
in Hickory, N.C. High school Junior
Reserve Officer Training Corps
(JROTC) cadets from seven states
along the east coast competed in a
variety of drill and ceremony events
to demonstrate their proficiency
and discipline with both individual
and unit parade and ceremony
marching.
Throughout the course of the
day various events took place to
include— Inspection, Regulation
Drill, Color Guard and Exhibition
Drill. Each high school performed
their routines and at the end of
the day were assessed in several
categories based off of their
individual or unit’s precision,
military bearing, confidence, and
creativity. Prior to the awards
ceremony, a mass knockout drill
was conducted as an additional
bit of fun for both the cadets and
Drill Sergeants. During the awards
ceremony, Airport High School from
West Columbia, South Carolina
placed 1st overall at the competition
and will move on to compete at the
national competition in Louisville,
Kentucky in April.

As commands are given, cadets are assessed on precision and uniformity BY Drill Instructor from the 3rd Bn., 518th Regt.

The Drill Sergeants from the 3rd
Bn. 518th Regt. were thoroughly
impressed with the representation
that was presented by all the
cadets noting that it takes a great
deal of self-discipline, courage, and
mental agility to take on such a
demanding extracurricular activity
and in turn adding to the already
busy academic and home life
which many high school students

already have.
“Some of these kids are pretty
sharp. It takes a lot of practice to
do what they do,” enthused Staff
Sgt. Deaton.
Additionally, many Drill Sergeants
remarked that they looked forward
to potentially seeing some of
the cadets again as future basic
trainees as some of the cadets have
already decided to or expressed

interest in entering into the
military. With a strong foundation
for success already being cultivated
at a young age these cadets
represent the future leaders of the
Army and the military as a whole.
From speaking with Drill Sergeants
between events and after the
competition admiration was given
on their overall performance.

Drill Sergeant Bingham compares scores with his fellow Drill Sergeants to ensure fair and
consistent scoring took place after a JROTC unit performance.
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Camp Blanding Mission

Army Reserve Soldiers from
Alpha and Charlie companies,
2-485th Infantry Regiment, 2nd
Brigade, 98th Training Division
(Initial Entry Training), took to

the field and trained nearly 400
Soldiers during a field training
exercise at Camp Blanding, Fla.,
February 10-13, 2017.
The 98th TD (IET) training
team, which included nine
drill sergeants, four drill
sergeant candidates and six
support personnel, assisted
the 332nd Transportation
Battalion (Terminal), 143rd
Transportation Command, with
their training event. The fourday exercise included a wide
range of activities such as an
Army Physical Fitness Test, land
navigation, various Warrior
Tasks, a Viking Challenge and
weapons qualification ranges for
the M9, M16 and M249.
Leadership from the 332nd TN
BN specifically asked the 98th
TD (IET) Soldiers to supervise
and provide their expertise to

the large training event. Having
that external support allowed
our Soldiers to receive unbiased
evaluations and on-point advice
on tasks, said Maj. Jodi Marang,
battalion plans and operations
officer, 332nd TN BN.
“They are a great tool for
commanders and first sergeants.
They ensured we met the
standards for the duration of our
training event.”
Of course, any time there is a
chance to serve, the 98th Soldiers
welcome the challenge, said Capt.

Michael Sauls, commander, Alpha
Company, 2-485th IN REGT (IET).
“We always welcome
opportunities for our drill
sergeants to sharpen their skills
and train Soldiers.”
So as both trainers and trainees
gathered valuable experience, the
mission was accomplished. As a
matter of fact, everything went so
well, that Marang said she would
recommend the 98th TD (IET)
Soldiers to any unit.
“I can’t wait to have them out
here again. They just performed
superbly.”
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The 1-304th Regt. takes command
of the CONUS Replacement Center
By Cpt. Kerry Paz 9
1-304th Infantry Regiment PAO

and Sgt. Matthew Griffith
5th Armored Brigade PAO

Fort Bliss, Texas — Over
100 Army Reserve Soldiers
from the 98th Training Division
(IET) mobilized to Texas to take
command of the Continental
United States Replacement
Center mission at Fort Bliss.
The Transfer of Authority
Ceremony on January 13, 2017,
signified that the Soldiers from
the Special Troops Battalion,
304th Sustainment Brigade had
completed their mission, and that
the Soldiers from 1st Battalion,
304th Infantry Regiment, 4th
Brigade, 98th Training Division
(IET) were now in charge.
To prepare for the yearlong mission at the CRC, Army
Reservists from the 1-304th
conducted weeks of training
at their home station, as well
as on the ground at Fort Bliss.
When they officially arrived in
Texas on December 15, 2016,
the Soldiers shadowed their
predecessors from the Special
Troops Battalion to learn the
intricacies of the mission. After
observing the best practices,
the 1-304th Soldiers took the
lead while the Special Troops
Battalion Soldiers observed. This
“left seat, right seat” training
allowed the incoming Soldiers
to observe critical mission steps
and ask questions before taking
the reins. It also allowed Army
Reserve cadre instructors time

Command Sgt. Maj. Walker takes the Conus Replacement Center Colors from the color guard as he prepares to hand them to Col. Garcia
the Commander of 5th Armored Brigade during the Transfer of Authority ceremony at Fort Bliss, Texas Jan.13. All photos by Sgt. Matthew
Griffith, 5th Armored Brigade PAO

to complete the same training and
validation they would soon be
giving to all the servicemembers
and contract civilians processing
through the CRC before deploying

overseas.
The instructors were not the
only Soldiers completing specific
training though.“While our trainers
were certified in various areas,

our staff also conducted a mission
command seminar to better
prepare themselves for the mission
ahead”, said Lt. Col. Michael E.
Child, CRC battalion commander.
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The CRC mission is to receive,
process, equip, and conduct
theater-specific individual training
requirements for military non-unit
related personnel, Department of
Defense civilians, and the nonLogistics Civil Augmentation
Program Contactors deploying to
and redeploying from theaters of
operations in support of overseas
contingency operations. The
personnel processing through the
CRC includes civilian Department
of Defense contractors and
servicemembers from the Army,
Air Force, Marines and Navy. The
servicemembers come from all
military components as well:
Active Duty, Reserve and National
Guard.
With a mission so important
and complex, Child said his main
goals were to remain quick and
relevant.“My plan is to continue
to successfully deploy and
redeploy those coming through
the CRC with a focus on both
streamlining efficiency and
ensuring that we are providing
realistic and relevant training.”
As a multicomponent unit, the
CRC is comprised of a large team
that includes 115 mobilized Army
Reservists, of which two Soldiers
are assigned to Kuwait as gateway
liaisons to facilitate regular
flights, eight Active Duty Soldiers,
three Department of the Army
Civilians, and nine contractors.
The battalion, which is known
as Task Force Viper, is organized
into two mobilization companies,
one demobilization company
and a Headquarters Company
that is responsible for processing
individual administrative and
medical holdover personnel
along with late arrivals to units
currently being trained by 5th
Armored Brigade.
The CRC conducts its mission
in concert with a number of
Fort Bliss Enterprise Partners
and gaining command liaison
officers.“Deployers will not only
receive the required training,”
said Capt. Hector Cerrato,
Alpha Company commander

Col. Paul Garcia presents Lt. Col. Michael Child, the Conus Replacement Center Colors representing the Transfer of Authority to the 1st
Battalion, 304th Infantry Regiment, 4th Brigade of 98th Training Division at Fort Bliss, Texas Jan. 13.

during his welcoming brief,
“but can expect a 100 percent
professional customer service
experience with a commitment
to continuously improving the
CRC process.”
As the only CRC in the Army,
Reserve Soldiers from the 1-304th
said they were honored to take
on the responsibility of training,
equipping, validating, deploying
and redeploying personnel
deploying overseas.
Last year, the CRC proudly
processed over 16,000 personnel
and expect even higher
numbers in 2017, said Child.
“I am confident we can meet
the upcoming deployment and
redeployment requirements.
Given the amount of expertise
across our Enterprise Partners,
and smooth transition from
the previous cycle, we should
be poised to meet the mission
successfully and be ready for
‘whatever’s next.’”

Maj. Gen. Mark McQueen, Commanding General of the 108th Training Command takes a
moment to praise the Soldiers of the 304th Sustainment Brigade Special Troops Battalion
Conus Replacement Center on their past 12 months as CRC cycle 4 after their Transfer of
Authority ceremony here at Fort Bliss, Texas Jan.13.
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From the 104th Training Division (LT) Commander

By Brig. Gen. Darrell Guthrie
Commanding, 104th Training Division (LT)

This past quarter has been
an exceptional one for the
104th Division. As the command
continues to reform, we will
become more adaptive and
efficient in completing our
missions. The Division is leaning
forward to minimize the impact
of reformation, while embracing
the challenges it brings and
looking for the opportunities to
improve readiness. During this
time, mission continuity and
communication is critical for all
Soldiers and I am committed to
providing the necessary guidance
and resources to see us through.
Understanding that our units
are geographically dispersed

the CSM and I are making an
effort to get on ground with our
Soldiers and find ways we can
better serve them. The command
is working with our partners at
Cadet Command and West Point
to ensure that we are continually
improving the building of our
Army’s future leaders.
To kick off the fiscal year, I had
the opportunity to visit Xavier
University ROTC program in
Cincinnati, Ohio, which has been
building future Army leaders for
over 139 years. During this visit, I
was able to speak with cadre and
Cadets on leadership, winning
in a complex world, thriving in
chaos, and what it means to be
a leader. These type of events
tell me a couple of things: (1)
our trainers and drill sergeants
are having a significant impact
on these future leaders; and (2)
that because of these efforts our
Army will be in good hands in
the future.
Our command hosted a G1/
G3 planning workshop and
CSM Summit in Dallas, TX in
November. This event brought
together individuals from each
Brigade and Battalion, and
was focused on standardizing
procedures throughout the
Division. I had the opportunity
to speak with this group
and address my priorities of
maintaining and improving
Soldier and mission readiness
throughout our ranks.

November also led us to attend
a retirement ceremony hosted
by the 108th Training Command
for a tremendous leader, COL
(R) Greg Holley. COL (R) Holley
served over 31 years in his
military career, and successfully
served in a multitude of
challenging assignments. As the
104th Division G37 Forward,
he led the charge to ensure
that we are in sync with Cadet
Command.
In December I had the
opportunity to attend the Drill
Sergeant Academy graduation at
Ft. Jackson, S.C., for class 00117, which graduated the first
Timberwolves drill sergeant.
The 104th HQs supported a
Cadet Summer Training Back
Brief with our Brigades. This
important aspect of Mission
Command – ensuring shared
understanding – will ensure that
we are ready for the challenges
of supporting Cadet Command
and West Point.
In January, we participated
in the USARC’s Command
Readiness Review (CR2) of the
108th Training Command. The
purpose of the CR2 to is to
improve readiness. At the 104th
Division we are resolved to
continue the trend of leadership
involvement and system
integration, which will improve
readiness.
In January and February I
was able to visit several of our

newly assigned AGR Professors
of Military Science at ROTC
schools across the east coast.
These schools included Wofford
College, East Tennessee State
University, Marshall University,
West Virginia State University,
University of Maryland, Bucknell
University, and Presbyterian
College. During these visits I’m
able to speak with Cadre, Cadets,
and University leadership. I enjoy
interacting with cadets and they
know the Timberwolves from
CST!
February also afforded CSM
Trotter and I the opportunity
to visit the 2-379 and 1-398 in
Kentucky. These visits allowed
us to speak with Soldiers,
attend training, and address any
concerns or shortcomings. We
are excited to have these units
on board and looking forward
to visiting the 2-317 in Virginia
soon.
In closing, I look forward to
what the months ahead will
bring, as we are now, more than
ever, prepared to execute our
missions with ready and relevant
Soldiers. It always boils down to
leadership. I think that we have
great leaders in our formations,
as well as Soldiers. Therefore, I
know that every member of the
Division will not only set the
standard, but will be the standard
in all that you do.
“TIMBERWOLVES!”
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USAR Welcomes New Ambassador
By Col. Doug Jones
104th Division (LT)

Representing the 104th Training
Division (LT) at the recent regional
Reserve Recruiting Partnership
Council (R2PC) at Joint-base
Lewis McChord, I was pleasantly
surprised to see a very familiar
face to the 104th Training Division
(LT) (and my personal mentor)
sitting in the front row. Though
rarely in my career had I seen him
in civilian clothes, there he was,
Brigadier General (Retired) Kurt
Hardin, the new Washington State
Army Reserve Ambassador (ARA).
Needless to say, during the first
break I was quick to welcome
him back to the 104th Division
Headquarters building as we
caught up on both our military
and civilian careers where, over
the years, had crossed paths many
times. Though nearly two and
a half years ago, it seemed like
only yesterday I watched from my
role as the Commander of Troops

(COT) as he passed the 104th
Training Division (LT) Command
Gideon to its current commander,
BG Darrell Guthrie.
At lunch we made our way
to the familiar 104th Training
Division (LT) Command
conference room where I had
briefed him many times in the
past. However, today we talked
about his new ARA role. True
to his selfless nature, he told me
he recently accepted the ARA
volunteer position as a way to
give back and continue to care
for the Soldiers and Families of
the United States Army Reserve.
He then went on to explain the
ARA program which, as I listened,
I could think of no better person
to serve in such a role than my
former boss.
The ARA Program was
established in April 1998 for
private citizens to promote
awareness of the Army Reserve
and the identified goals and
objectives of the Chief, Army
Reserve (CAR).
ARAs develop awareness
and advocacy with community
leaders and are vitally important
bridges to communities across the
nation. They function at the state
and local level and voluntarily
represent the CAR without salary,
wages or other benefits. Most
beneficial is that they provide
“continuity” over the long term;
while local Army Reserve team
leaders come and go, Ambassadors
are vested in the community.
As the vital bridge to the civilian
community, ARAs frequently work
closely with civilian employers
to promote employment
opportunities for USAR Soldiers

and their Families.
In addition to his thirty-four
year career on active duty and a
member of the Army Reserve, BG
(Ret) Hardin served the citizens
of Washington State as a senior
leader within the Emergency
Management Division working
closely with the Governor’s
Office and state and local leaders
throughout the state. With this

unique combination of USAR
and state and local government
experience, Ambassador Kurt
Hardin will undoubtedly find
great success in promoting and
advancing the USAR mission and
objectives, to include those of
the 104th Training Division (LT),
across the Northwest region. We
are fortunate to have him back on
our USAR team.
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A Message of Love and Appreciation
The buzz of cheerful camaraderie
filled the air, an elf surrounded
by children created balloon art,
and Santa passed out gifts as
members of the 3rd Battalion, 304th
Regiment (USMA), 2nd Brigade,
104th Training Division (LT)
celebrated the holiday season at the
Tiqa Pan Mediterranean restaurant,
327 Commercial St. in Portland,
Maine.
Tiqa is owned by Deen Haleem
and his wife Carol Mitchell.Tiqa
closed its doors to the public
during the normally busy Sunday

brunch hours on December 11th to
host the party to honor the Soldiers
and Families of the 3-304th.Tiqa’s
employees even gave their time
for free to prepare, cook for, serve
at, and clean up the party. When
asked why they were so eager to
volunteer, the answer seems to be
unanimous.“It’s our way of giving
back, to say thank you for the
sacrifices the Soldiers make for us,”
employees said.
Deen Haleem is not only a
successful business owner, he
is also a Soldier of the 3-304th.

CSM Kevin Pattershall and LTC James Gormly. Photo courtesy Jim Britt, Tiqa Public Relations

Photo courtesy Jim Britt, Tiqa Public Relations

Master Sgt. Haleem continues to
serve his country as well as run his
restaurant.
“I can’t ever see myself not

12/31/17

12/31/17

serving. I dropped out of high
school at 17 and joined the Marine
Corps,” Haleem said.“I’ve been in
35 years now between the Marine
Corps and the Army. When I look
at what the Marine Corps and the
Army has done for me, it’s gotten
me my high school diploma and
my college degree.They’ve opened
doors for me that never would have
been opened for a kid from the
south side of Chicago.“
Tiqa opened its doors two years
ago as a concept with respect to
Pan Mediterranean.
“Our business name Tiqa is from
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establishment to us and have
worked with our battalion FRG
every year to ensure that this
holiday event is a great success.
Everyone that I spoke to was
positive and wants to attend each
year in December. I know I will
remember it always and cherish
it because I was around the best
Battalion FRG, Soldiers, and their
Families. `
Although closing a popular
establishment during a busy
weekend dining time obviously
affects income, Haleem doesn’t
hesitate.
“Honestly, if it was 10 times

Photos courtesy Jim Britt, Tiqa Public Relations

Table of Honor inside Tiqa. Photos by Kelly
Countryman, 104th Training Division (LT)

Deen’s service in Iraq,” Mitchell
explains. “Antica means Kabab
in Iraqi slang. We wanted to
introduce food from the Levant
Region, North Africa and Southern
Europe, all under one roof.”
Tiqa was a big part of his
time in the Middle East Haleem
explains.
“As anyone in the military
knows, military food gets old very
quickly. So [in Iraq] my ability to
do tiqa runs was a big hit, so I
would do a tiqa run on a regular
basis. I love that name. It always
brings great food to my mind.”
Soldiers and Families alike
enjoyed the event and the general
consensus was that the food was
exceptional.
“The food [at Tiqa] is first
class with a touch of home and
you will enjoy it as much as
the company seated with you,”
enthused Jason Kenney, Family
Readiness Group (FRG) Leader

for 3-304th.
As the FRG Leader, Jason
worked closely with Haleem
and Mitchell and the 3-304th
FRG volunteers to ensure the
event was a success. Dollar Tree
donated two pick-up truck loads
of toys to the unit, which were
packaged by the FRG and handed
out by Santa to each child in
attendance at the party.
Lt. Col. James Gormly, 3-304th
battalion commander, has a deep
appreciation for the partnership
between Tiqa and the FRG.
“Everyone looks forward to our
Annual Holiday Party each year,”
Gormly said. We always share
a real unit esprit de corps and
fellowship in December. Master
Sgt. Haleem, his Family, and his
staff have kindly opened their

what it is it wouldn’t matter,”
Haleem said.“We feel honored
that we have the privilege to do
it. It’s not about money. It’s easy
to give back. It’s my own unit, my
own Soldiers. So it’s our way of
giving back and we’re happy to
do it.”
His wife was quick to agree.
“We’re thankful to the men and
women of the Armed Services
and thankful for the sacrifices
that they’ve made and the
sacrifices their Families make,”
stated Mitchell.“It’s a message of
love and appreciation, it’s that
simple.”
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3rd Annual Northern Warfare Challenge
Story and photos by
Master Sgt. Dalton

Richard Military Science Instructor Missouri
University of Science and Technology

Looking for a challenge that will
push cadets both physically and
mentally? The 3rd Annual Northern
Warfare Challenge is hosted at
the University of Wisconsin at La
Crosse, Wis., overlooking the bluffs
of the Mississippi River is the
challenge that you are looking for.
Take the cold (really cold), snow,
ice and wind; add in a 590 foot
elevation change on that snow
and ice, complete a 22 mile ruck
march with 35 pound pack and
you have a recipe for an intense
challenge.The Eagle Battalion
ROTC Department designed
this particular challenge course
in conjunction with the local
community, using existing nature
trails which double as skiing trails
in the winter and the Wisconsin
National Guard and Reserve Center
gave the Cadets a place to bunk
down the evening before their
snowy adventure.
The event started off in true
Army fashion with team safety
briefings and route overviews for
the cadets and cadre.The cadre
received the all of the “DOs” and
“DON’Ts” for the event as well as a
map showing the route. However,
this is designed to be as much of
a mental event as it is physical,
so spectators are forbidden
from cheering on their team.
Self-motivation and inter-team
motivation is the only motivation
permitted, no outside cheering or
music.The cadets won’t find any
warming stations or hot cocoa
along the route either.The only
refreshment a challenger would
have to look forward to would be
a slice of loser-cake back at the
armory if they dropped out of the
competition.
On the day of the Challenge
everyone was ready for the five
am start time, donning their

Despite frigid temperatures and mental as well as physical challenges, Missouri university Science and Technology cadets leave the fire
building station in great spirits. This particular challenge during the 3rd Annual Northern Warfare Challenge, hosted at the University of
Wisconsin at La Crosse, Wis., required cadets to build a fire using batteries from a flashlight. The fire was required to be strong enough to
burn string tied above fire pit. Any obstacles not accomplished during the challenge required teams to take a 30 minute penalty.

competition clothing, their 35 plus
pound ruck sack and preparing
themselves the best they could for
what awaited them beyond the
warm building.
Outside it was a chilly five
degrees. Extreme weather
conditions meant the cadets would
have to monitor themselves more
closely. At low temperature, too
much clothing can actually be
considered dangerous as well. Too
much clothing will cause excessive
sweating, especially when you
factor in a 22 mile ruck march/run.
Most of the cadets compensated for
the weather by bringing their silky
under garments to wear under their
uniforms. Just as the competition
was sent to begin the weather
warmed to a whopping 12 degrees
with approximately six inches of
snow on the ground.The teams
lined up in the snow and executed

a shotgun-style start.
This year, two teams of five
cadets each competed for
Missouri University of Science and
Technology.Team names reflected
their status.The team that had
competed last year was christened
“the Veterans” while the first year
team answered to “Rookies”.The
teams trained together in the weeks
leading up to the competition - two
hours each day, beginning at 0500.
“We chose to set up our teams
the way we did so that group
cohesion was high,” explained
CDT Cody Seckfort, captain of
the Veteran team.“The last thing
we want during a 20 mile ruck is
people getting mad and frustrated
with each other. In retrospect,
however, mixing our teams based
purely on physical ability may have
allowed at least one team to finish
the competition,” he concluded.

It wasn’t until the half-way
point of the competition that the
Cadre were able to see their teams
on the course. Atop the Bluff at
Granddaddy Point, a huge American
flag and a great view over the
cities of La Crosse and Onalaska
and the Mississippi River greeted
the competitors. Coincidently, it
was also the location of the first
challenge.
The bluff made for a perfect
place to challenge the teams to find
themselves using resection on the
map. As with each challenge, the
teams could complete the challenge
and move on, or take the penalty
and be held for 30min at that
station.The team had the choice
to simply pass up the challenge
and just take the 30min to rest
and refuel. Compounding the
challenge at the bluff location was
the wind. With a wind-chill of near
zero, it was difficult to stay warm
and concentrate on the challenges.
At the bluff, the Rookie team
sustained a minor injury to one
team member and opted to sit the
30 minutes instead of completing
the challenge and moving on.
The wind-chill created further
challenge conditions as the “rest”
became a struggle to stay warm
and avoid stiffening up. Team
Rookie succumbed to injury and
weather shortly after leaving the
bluff location, but the Veteran team
was able to continue for a while
longer.
“My team made it past the halfway point without injuries and
with high morale. Our biggest
opponent in this competition
was time.We chose to set a slow
pace that we knew we could
maintain for the entire 22
miles, but the event NCOIC had
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Chaplains Corner
The More Things Change
By Chaplain (Lt.)
Cliff Vicars

3492- Missouri University of Science and Technology cadets Baldi and Asberry reach Grandaddy Point during the 3rd Annual Northern Warfare Challenge hosted at the University
of Wisconsin at La Crosse, Wis.

placed time checkpoints along
the way. Unfortunately for us,
the NCOIC only informed us of
the first hit time. Once we made
this time, we were informed that
we must travel six more miles
in under an hour or we would
be forced to stop. Given the hills
and challenges that had to be
conquered in this time, we knew
it was an impossible task.We
made it to another checkpoint
within the allotted time frame,
but once we completed the
challenge, we were informed that
we were terminated and should
return to the armory by vehicle.
I fought this to the end and
fortunately, we were allowed to
continue. It seemed crazy to me
to stop competing at 1430 only
because they said we wouldn’t
finish in time. Luckily, my team
agreed and we pushed on, fully
knowing the next time we came
across a NWC worker, we would
be stopped.
I’m proud to say that after
we were disqualified, my team
pushed on for another grueling
4 miles up and down the bluffs.
As we neared the point we were
supposed to be stopped, I began
thinking of ways to convince
them to let us finish. Most of
our team was still firing on all
cylinders, and I knew given the
opportunity, we could finish the
SKEDCO [tactical rescue litter]
pull. Unfortunately, we were
stopped again by the event NCOIC
and against my best persuasion,
we were still forced to stop.
The ride back in the van was
painful for multiple reasons.We
were all cramping, but this pain
was amplified because we didn’t
finish crossing the finish line. This
was a shot to our team’s pride,
but we did conclude that we
came in first in one aspect of the
competition. Our team rucked the
most miles after being disqualified.
That may sound petty, but it was

something we could take pride in.”
— CDT Seckfort
There were several other
challenges for the teams who
were able to continue along the
route. Cadets participated in a fire
building station where they had
to use the batteries out of their
flashlight, a knot tying challenge
and lastly the SKEDCO pull.The
SKEDCO pull combined the cadet’s
knot tying and lifesaving skills.
The “casualty” had to be properly
prepped for a long extraction in
the cold. One member was selected
to be the “casualty”, placed in a full
sleeping system and strapped into
the sled for the 4 mile trek through
the snow trails back to the finish
line.
Why do Cadets compete in
such a cold, physical and mentally
challenging event? Well not all
Cadets do push themselves to this
level. Cadet Culver told me “I do
not know why I keep signing up
for these kind of events!” But after
seeing her complete in Northern
Warfare Challenge, Ranger
Challenge, and looking forward
to the upcoming Ranger Buddy;
they compete to make themselves
better, to be ready to be that 2nd
Lt., ready for what the Army will
throw at them and to simply be the
best.
The instructors cannot be more
proud of their two teams for
stepping out of their comfort zone
and warmth of the home on the
campus of Missouri University of
Science and Technology to attempt
this challenge.The heart of a future
Soldier is very evident in these two
teams to be winners and future
Officers.The dedication to push
themselves every morning at PT
earlier and longer than the average
cadet proves they are all winners.
Though they might have not
made it across the finish line, they
overcame the mental and physical
challenge to be winners in their
own right.

I used to believe
the old adage,“The
more things change
the more they remain
the same.”As life goes
by, I have noticed the
potential for cynicism,
and a basic tendency
towards feeling
negative regarding
change. As a general
rule, people don’t like
change, and especially
if the change is thrust upon them.
Cynicism tends to forego
being selective. In other words,
if something changes at home or
at work, our negative feelings can
travel from one place to the other
without much thought. Cynical
people at work can be cynical
people at home, and cynical
people at home can be cynical at
work.
The real problem with cynicism
is it keeps us from giving others
a chance at making a good first
or second impression with
us. Cynicism sees no hope for
improvement, and prefers to live
under the shadow of clouds than
in the warmth of the sunshine.
“The more things change the
more they remain the same.” May,
and maybe not. But that doesn’t
really matter.

What really matters is our ability
to adapt to change if it does occur
around us, be it at home or at
work. If we are cynical, can we
change? Can we become more
positive and give people a chance?
Can we give ourselves a chance?
When I am talking with
someone who is open about
their cynicism with change, I try
to redirect their thinking from
the word “change” to the word
“growth.” It may be easier for us
to embrace growth as a concept.
And if we are reasonable in our
approaches to life, we will see the
value of growing as people and as
an organization.
If you don’t want to change, that
is OK. If you don’t want to grow,
that is not OK.
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Cadet Observations Go Digital
Former Night Fighter Streamlines the Cadet Evaluation Process
On a scrub-covered hill in the
desert, a Soldier plucks an AT-4
from a fallen subordinate and lowcrawls to cover while shouting
distance and direction of an enemy
position. A team leader seamlessly
pivots his team from clearing an
objective to reacting to an IED.
A squad leader briefly struggles
with radio protocol but otherwise
excels in leading her unit through a
challenging mission.Watching it all,
a lanky MS IV Cadet fiddles with his
phone.
This is an ROTC squad situational
training lane lane and the Senior
Cadet evaluating his subordinates is
alternating between observing the
action and swiping at, pecking at,
and talking to his smart phone.The
chill of the morning is gone from
the terrain and Cadre are running
hot. But what otherwise would be
the prologue for a concerned NCO
about to send a Samsung or iPhone
spinning furiously into space is
actually an effective use of off-theshelf technology.
The MS IV Cadet “fiddling” with
his phone is actually recording
observations categorized by
leadership attributes on a website
called – rather brilliantly –
Leadership Tracker.The Cadet adds
a few mentorship comments to
share with the observed leader and
rates the positive or detrimental
strength of the noted attributes.
That evening, a Cadre member
reviews the Cadet inputs to look
for trends in leadership behavior
to shape the following week’s
counseling statement.
The Leadership Tracker is
the brainchild of Master Sgt.
Christopher Little, the Senior

Cadet Erik Hegge, a senior at University of Nevada, Reno, enters an observation on Leadership Tracker while MS IIIs prepare to brief an
OPORD during STX lanes.

Military Instructor at University of
Nevada, Reno (UNR).
“Observations help focus
counseling through the lens of the
Army Leadership Requirements
Model,” says Little, formerly a
Drill Sergeant with 3-415th now
preparing to retire from active duty.
In a large program, such as UNR,
Cadre have fewer opportunities

to observe individual Cadets in
leadership roles; therefore, much
of the observation falls to Cadets
in their Senior year (MS IVs; Cadet
cohorts are designated by their
year in the program; Seniors in
their fourth year of ROTC are
MS IVs, Juniors are MS IIIs, etc.).
MS IV Cadets are trained and
regularly admonished to write

quality observations and mentor
subordinates, but even so Cadre are
challenged to develop a complete
picture of a Cadet’s leadership
ability.
When it fell to Little to develop
topics for counseling statements,
he encountered the problem
of organizing observations into
meaningful behavioral patterns.

Cadet Erik Hegge, a senior at University of Nevada, Reno, enters an observation on Leadership Tracker while
MS IIIs prepare to brief an OPORD during STX lanes.
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This task meant picking and
choosing between observed
leadership attributes with little
basis other than the strength
of the written comment. Little
needed a way rapidly categorize
observations and get a more
objective sense of any given MS III
Cadet’s strengths and weaknesses.
So he made one.
While recovering from
surgery two years ago, he coded
a program UNR ROTC now
uses as a comprehensive base
for observations, mentorship,
and developmental focus.The
Leadership Tracker (accessed at
leadershiptracker.com) provides
a one-stop shop for entering
observations and mentorship
comments. Observers categorize
the behaviors into any of the
doctrinal leader attributes right
out of ADRP 6-22. Cadre are able

to review observations on the
website and access a bigger picture
to visualize trends in exhibited
attributes.
The requirement to capture
observations – such as on a spot
report or other mechanism –
is an enduring requirement in
developing leaders, but the volume
of paperwork can be daunting
without a system in place. For
instance, at the close of their third
year, Cadets receive a COER (a
document similar in composition
and purpose to the NCOER and
OER). 20 to 30 pages of supporting
documents (primarily counseling
statements) are appended to the
COER. In a large program, this
could mean one or two Cadre
are responsible for producing
an excess of 1,000 pages of
counseling.With these conditions,
the value of a centralized database

of observed attributes cannot be
understated.
Cadre overseeing the leadership
activity of MS IV Cadets can
also develop an impression of
the quality of observations and
mentorship. Likewise, Cadre
are able to see whether Cadets
are receiving a greater or lesser
number of evaluations – a red flag
signaling the need to direct more
leadership opportunities to an
observation-starved Cadet.
An interesting feature is the site
also provides a means to quantify
behavioral strengths. By selecting
a zero, five, or ten, evaluators

enumerate the strength of the
observed behavior; this handily
allows left-brained Cadre to
visualize trends in Cadet progress.
Little’s website is a user-friendly
system developed and used by
Cadre who needed a format to
replace the discontinued Blue Card
(form CC 156-4A-R). Furthermore,
because The Leadership Tracker
is nested in doctrine any leader in
the Army could use this program
to develop subordinates.The
Leadership Tracker can be found
at leadershiptracker.com; it is free
for SROTC programs to use and is
password protected.

Cadet Andrew Montes, a senior at University of Nevada, Reno, enters an observation on
Leadership Tracker while MS IIIs prepare to brief an OPORD during STX lanes.

Evaluating in Stride. Cadet Kristofer Kufalk, a senior at University of Nevada, Reno, enters
observations on Leadership Tracker while underclassmen deliver a FRAGO during STX
lanes.
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Kim is recognized as a man of deep
conviction, wise application and
unwavering care for others, he is a
tremendous asset to the Army and
Chaplain Corps.

Financial Fair

THE COMMAND
3/104th Chaplain Peter Kim
Graduates with Honors from the
Chaplin Captains Career Course
Chaplain Peter Kim, 3rd
Brigade, 104th Training Division
(LT) Chaplain, exceeded course
standards and graduated with
honors from the Chaplin Captains
Career Course, Ft. Jackson, S.C.,
February 3, 2017,
This two-week class, which
brought in 24 reserve chaplains
from across the country, accesses
students’ academic performance,
intellectual qualities and

communication
skills and
abilities. Core
areas covered
during the
course included
Military
Communication,
Military Decision
Making Process,
Team Building
and Religious
Support for
Homeland
Defense and
Civil Support

Chaplain Peter Kim

The 108th Training Command
(IET) Family Programs Office
hosted a Financial Fair February
27, 2017 to closeout Military Saves
week.The financial fair allowed
local financial institutions to set
up booths in the drill hall and gave
them an opportunity to speak
with full time staff members about
topics ranging from income taxes
to financial counseling. Vendors
also included debt management
companies and small business
lenders.

Operations.
CH Kim was commended
by peers for his outstanding
leadership, drive and
commitment to excellence
on assignments, projects,
and presentations. He was
recognized by instructors
for demonstrating
21st Century Soldier
Competencies such as
adaptability, initiative,
character and excellent
communication and critical
thinking skills.
At the Brigade HQS, CH

Battle Assembly
On the Battle Assembly
weekend of February 11-12,
2017, Soldiers from the 4-399th
REGT (CST) conducted Cadet
Summer Training (CST) Trainer
Certification in preparation for
the upcoming United States
Army Cadet Command (USACC)
ROTC CST Mission. Soldiers
of the 4-399th are tasked with
supporting the training of
ROTC Cadets on the Digital
Training (Call for Fire), Field
Leader Reaction Course (FLRC),
and Confidence Course/Rappel Tower Committees. Wolfpack Soldiers
are in the process of executing the crawl, walk, run phase of training in
order to be fully prepared and certified to train the Army’s future Warrior
Leaders during their Annual Training 2017 CST Mission.
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Tupelo

A Walk Through the Past

Located in the hills of Northeast
Mississippi,Tupelo offers visitors a
walk through the past with the boy
who would be king, Civil War soldiers
who defended this land, and Native
Americans who roamed these hills
over 8,000 years ago.Tupelo offers an
authentic,Americana experience with
modern-day amenities and southern
charm at its myriad restaurants, hotels,

and unique shopping venues.At its
heart,Tupelo is full of contagious
optimism, making it a Center of
Positivity, drawing visitors in again and
again.
To truly understand the greatest
entertainer the world has ever known,
you must first understand the place
that influenced him. Born January
8, 1935 in a two-room shotgun

shack, Elvis Presley spent his first
13 formative years in Tupelo before
heading to Memphis with a guitar
and a dream.The Elvis journey begins
in Tupelo with a visit to places that
inspired young Elvis and others that
pay homage to his memory still today.
The Elvis Presley Birthplace offers
guests the opportunity to explore
his home, a museum dedicated to his
life, and the original Assembly of God
Church where he was influenced by
gospel music.The Elvis Driving Tour
takes visitors to 13 different stops to
explore Elvis’Tupelo. One of these is
Tupelo Hardware Co. where Gladys
Presley purchased a guitar for Elvis’
11th birthday.The rest is musical
history.
The rhythms of this southern town
that gave rise to the King of Rock
‘N’ Roll began with the natives who
traveled the Natchez Trace Parkway
over 8,000 years ago.This National
Scenic Byway spans 444 miles from
Nashville,Tennessee, to Natchez,
Mississippi, and is headquartered in
Tupelo, where guests can explore the
Natchez Trace Parkway Visitor Center
and discover the parkway’s history
and inhabitants. It is one of the top
10 National Parks in the United States,
crossing four ecosystems and eight
major watersheds.Whether on two
wheels or four, this All-American Road
offers travelers the opportunity to slow
down and experience the unparalleled
beauty and rich history just waiting to
be explored.
Tupelo’s beat resounds in the many
attractions that showcase the city’s
unique southern charm.The Tupelo
Automobile Museum’s over 100
classic and antique automobiles on
display offer visitors a walk through
automotive history beginning with an
1886 Benz and ending with a Toyota

WE WELCOME ALL
MILITARY PERSONNEL FOR R&R
Make your reservations online at:
www.BiloxiBeachResortRentals.com
or call today
877-9-BILOXI (924-5694)

Stay in Biloxi’s Best
Beachfront Condos!

We accept all TAD/TDY
and Per Diem Rates

Beau View
Legacy Towers

Sea Breeze

Ocean
Club

Sienna

Corolla that is made in Tupelo today.
There is also a car that Elvis purchased
and gave away and an Elvis movie
poster exhibit. Families will enjoy
HealthWorks! Kids Museum where
kids can learn to make healthy choices
through the many interactive exhibits,
and the Tupelo Buffalo Park & Zoo is
home to over 300 animals representing
87 different species.Tupelo’s rich
cultural history is also presented
through a Civil War trail, a Civil Rights
and African American Heritage trail,
and a Chickasaw Native American trail.
Often the best part of exploring
a new place is through discovering
its food.Tupelo is no exception. Just
like the unique sound Elvis created,
melding gospel, country, and rhythm
and blues,Tupelo’s culinary culture
is a melting pot, celebrated through
special events, festivals, and at tables
throughout the city, at every meal,
every day. From Food Truck Fridays
in Downtown Tupelo’s Fairpark and
live music with your pizza at Vanelli’s
Bistro, to the perfect ladies’ lunch
at Sweet Tea and Biscuits and the
country’s top burger at Neon Pig,
Tupelo’s foodie scene is more than just
a meal, it’s part of the experience.
Tupelo’s food culture is also inspired
by Elvis, inviting patrons to enjoy a
meal where he was known to eat.
Johnnie’s Drive-In is a full-service drivein restaurant, serving up the same
diner food that Elvis loved. Guests
can even sit where he sat in the “Elvis
Booth.”Among the varied menu items
at Johnnie’s is the doughburger.A
mixture of meat, water, and flour, the
doughburger was first introduced
during World War II when many items
were being rationed.
A festival is held each May in Tupelo
to celebrate one man’s take on the
doughburger. In 1947,Truman “Dudie”
Christian converted an old Memphis
streetcar into a diner that operated
there for years, serving the “Dudie
Burger.”Today, the retired streetcar is
parked at the Oren Dunn City Museum
where the annual Dudie Burger
Festival is held. Over 1,400 burgers
are sold during the one-day event that
features 1950s style entertainment.
Festival season is in swing all year
round in Tupelo. From special events
that pay homage to Elvis Presley’s
influence on America’s music to
celebrations of the thriving arts
organizations in this community,
Tupelo’s festivals attract a large,
diverse audience, offering something
for everyone to get out and enjoy.
From Chili Fest in October and the
Tupelo BBQ Duel in March to the
Wine Downtown in April,Tupelo also
celebrates its food culture through its
annual festivals.
With over 150 restaurants, three
shopping districts, and an array of
accommodating hotels, imagine what
you can do in Tupelo.
Visit tupelo.net to create your unique
itinerary or use one of the many pre-planned
itineraries to begin your next great adventure,
because in Tupelo, anything is possible.
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Summer on the Alabama Gulf Coast
Splash in to summer on the
Alabama Gulf Coast. Gulf Shores
and Orange Beach, Alabama’s
premier beach destinations, boast
32 miles of sugar-white sand
beaches, pristine turquoise waters
and a wonderful family-friendly
environment.These destinations
continue to see generations
returning year after year; and
with so much to see and do, it’s
no wonder. From history-based
adventures and fishing excursions
to trampoline parks and dolphin
cruises, there is something for
everyone to enjoy on Alabama’s
beaches this summer.

Big Events
Summer is an exciting time for
Gulf Shores and Orange Beach.
During this season, the destination
boasts some of the largest events
along the Gulf Coast. Kicking things
off is Hangout Music Festival (May
19-21). Celebrating its seventh year
on the beach, the festival continues
to attract record-setting crowds.
This year’s headliners are Mumford
& Sons,Twenty-One Pilots, Frank
Ocean and Chance the Rapper. Also
in the world of summer music is
the C-Spire Summer Concert Series
at The Wharf in Orange Beach.The
series will feature Sturgill Simpson
(May 6), Alabama (May 27), Brantley
Gilbert (June 3) and Journey (July

6).The Wharf in Orange Beach also
hosts the 2017 Blue Marlin Grand
Championship (July 12-16), the big
finale for the deep sea tournament
season. Dubbed the “Greatest Show
in Sports Fishing,” this event attracts
thousands of spectators to the
weigh-in and awards ceremony.

Family-Friendly Activities
Along with the beautiful
beaches and fun events, Gulf
Shores and Orange Beach have
a ton of family-friendly activities
and attractions. For those animal
lovers in the group, the Alabama
Gulf Coast Zoo is the perfect spot.
Offering close-up views of over
500 exotic animals, the “Little
Zoo That Could” has become one
of the most popular attractions
in the destination.The zoo even
offers lemur, sloth, kangaroo and
reptile encounters that make for
unforgettable experiences and
funny photo ops.The destination
is also booming with history. From
the Orange Beach Indian and
Sea Museum and the Gulf Shores
Museum to Fort Morgan Historic
Site, the history buffs in the group
won’t be able to get enough.
Then, for those seeking a little
more adventure, Waterville USA
is a great place to catch a thrill.
This water/amusement park has
everything from roller coasters

and arcade rooms to huge water
slides and wave pools.The Factory
in Gulf Shores is another place
for adventure. Fairly new to the
destination, the Factory houses
more than 12,000 square feet of
connected trampolines, foam pits,
an obstacle course and much more.
Another main attraction on
Alabama’s beaches is the fresh
Gulf seafood served at nearly every
dining location. Most locations also
serve locally-produced veggies,
fruits, cheeses and meats. Guests
have many restaurant options to
choose from including anything
from fine dining to “mom and pop”
diners. From waterfront dining and
open-air floor plans to gift shops
and children’s play areas, there is a
perfect dining option for guests of
all ages and groups of all sizes. And,
during the summer, many locations
host live entertainment almost
every night. For those who enjoy
fishing, some area restaurants offer
a program called hook ‘n’ cook
which allows guests to bring in
their catch to be cooked by a local
chef and made into a dish they
will be bragging about for years to
come.
The accommodation options
in Gulf Shores and Orange Beach
are the icing on the cake for a
wonderful summer vacation with
the family.There are more than

17,000 units available for rent in
the destination and some beach
houses that can fit 30-40 people.
The area has a variety of options
including nationally-known chain
hotels, resort style condominiums,
colorful beach houses and RV and
camping locations. Many of these
accommodations offer amenities
such as indoor and outdoor pools,
fitness facilities, spas and play areas
for children.
To learn more about Alabama’s
beaches visit GulfShores.com or
OrangeBeach.com. And, be sure to request
a free copy of the 2017 vacation guide,
where you’ll find information about area
accommodations, things to see and do,
and the best places to eat.
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Spring in the Lowcountry

What to Do this Spring in Mount Pleasant, SC
Located along the South Carolina
coastline, just east of Charleston,
you’ll find the lively and charming
town of Mount Pleasant. Founded
in 1680, this Lowcountry town is
just minutes away from Historic
Charleston and only a short bike
ride to some of the area’s finest
beaches. Here, the landscape is
painted as much by its cool, summer
breezes as it is by the people and
businesses that inhabit it.Whether
you’re looking for a weekend
respite, an adventurous getaway, or
simply a quick bite, Mount Pleasant
proudly calls,“come one, come all!”

Get Outside!
With mild winters and idyllic
summers, Mount Pleasant is a city
best enjoyed outdoors. Grab a bike,
kayak, paddleboard, or even just
your favorite pair of running shoes,
and get out and explore more than
half a dozen parks Mount Pleasant
has to offer.
Called the crown jewel of Mount
Pleasant, Memorial Waterfront Park
is more than just your average park.
Located under the grand entryway
to the town at the base of the
Ravenel Bridge, this park has a lush

lawn perfect for family picnics, a
nautical-themed playground, and
soft-serve ice cream at the River
Watch Cafe.At the River Watch
Café, enjoy beautiful views of the
Charleston Harbor and the Mount
Pleasant Pier, a 1,250-foot-long pier

where you can sit and swing a while,
or try your hand at fishing.While
you’re there, get a feel for the local
culture at the Sweetgrass Cultural
Arts Pavilion,War Memorial, and
Visitor Center.
Those seeking a bit of adventure
can head to Palmetto Island County
Park, a 943-acre expanse with
nature trails, winding creeks, sand
volleyball courts, and playgrounds
galore. No need to spend the day on
foot, kayaks, bikes, and pedal boats
are available daily for rental. Cool
down at Splash Island Waterpark
(open seasonally), and then check
out the views from the 50-foot
observation tower.
If it’s beach time you’re after, you
need not travel far:A 5-minute drive
will take you to the Isle of Palms or
Sullivan’s Island, two nearby beach
towns perfect for a seaside sojourn.
The waterfront views continue
at Shem Creek, a working creek
known for the many restaurants,

pelicans, and shrimp boats that
call it home. Here, visitors can take
advantage of kayaking or paddling
expeditions provided by Coastal
Expeditions and Nature Adventure
Outfitters.

Let’s Eat!
Beyond frequent dolphin

TRAVEL USA

sightings, Shem Creek also offers
visitors a look at its many fishing
boats, which have been supplying
the town’s restaurants and farmers
markets with local, wild-caught
shrimp and crab for decades.
Seafood is a must in Mount Pleasant
and can be enjoyed at live music
hangouts like The Rusty Rudder
and Sawyer’s on the Boulevard. But
the culinary options don’t stop
there:Aya Cookhouse is a favorite
for Asian-inspired plates, and SOL
Southwest Kitchen & Tequila Bar is
frequented for its lineup of masterful
margaritas. Beer enthusiasts are in
good company at locally beloved
breweries Westbrook Brewing,Two
Blokes Brewery, and Ghost Monkey
Brewery.
Those seeking less of a buzz
and more of a sugar remedy need
look no further than the town’s

Special Military Resources

Historic Old Village, where the Pitt
Street Pharmacy has been serving
up sensational milkshakes and
malts since 1937. More history
exists just outside the drug store’s
doors, where a series of stately
19th century homes adorn the
neighborhood. Fans of the movie,
The Notebook, might recognize the
Old Village as one of the settings for
the movie’s fictional town, Seabrook.

Where Past Meets Present
More of Mount Pleasant’s deeprooted history can be discovered
at Patriots Point Naval & Maritime
Museum, the state’s number one
heritage attraction and the fourth
largest naval museum in the country.
Here, you’ll find the USS Yorktown, a
decommissioned World War II vessel
which has become a landmark
fixture on the Charleston Harbor

since its relocation to Patriots Point
in 1975.
On the other end of town
rests Boone Hall Plantation, one
of America’s oldest working
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plantations whose history can be
dated back to its founding in 1681.
Easily recognized for the moss
draped oaks that line the ¾ mile
drive up to the house, NBC Daytime
television dubbed this natural
corridor “a must see stop on any
trip to Charleston, S.C.”The historic
property is now a destination for
weddings and special events yearround, from autumn’s Taste of
Charleston to January’s Lowcountry
Oyster Festival, the world’s largest
oyster festival.
A haven for foodies, fish
enthusiasts, and history fanatics
alike, Mount Pleasant offers visitors
a place to call home, even if just
for the weekend. For more ways to
experience Mount Pleasant, visit
ExperienceMountPleasant.com.
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Take Vacationing to New Heights at
Universal’s thrills are on the rise
this spring with a brand-new water
theme park and a cutting-edge new
ride. Vacation on a higher level
with three amazing theme parks
— Universal Studios Florida™,
Universal’s Islands of Adventure™
and Universal’s Volcano Bay™
water theme park, opening May
25 — unforgettable dining and
entertainment and more.
At Universal’s Volcano Bay
water theme park, excitement and
tropical indulgence flow in perfect
harmony. It’s both a relaxing
day at the beach and an actionpacked island adventure, creating
a theme park like no other. With
the power of the TapuTapu™
wearable, exclusive to Volcano Bay,
there’s no standing in long lines,
wrestling with rafts or waiting for
the fun to begin.You have more
time to careen down slides, brave
whitewater torrents, drift down
a winding river or relax in your
own waterside cabana. More time
to kick back, dine on exceptional
cuisine, sip a tropical drink and be
pampered in the warm breezes of a
land bathed in pure bliss.
Your island getaway is only a
quick walk or shuttle ride away
from all the mind-blowing fun of

Islands of Adventure and Universal
Studios theme parks, including the
latest attraction, Race Through New
York Starring Jimmy Fallon™.
Face Jimmy Fallon and all your
favorite characters from NBC’s The
Tonight Show in the all-new ride.
Board the unique “flying theater”
and you’ll speed down the show’s

hallways and through the busy
streets of midtown Manhattan,
rumble down into the city’s
subways, soar over skyscrapers,
even dive into the East River as
you hurtle neck and neck towards
the finish line. Before the ride

you’ll be immersed in the world of
The Tonight Show as you explore
memorabilia from 60 years of the
show’s famed hosts.Then it’s up to
The Tonight Show lounge where
the Ragtime Gals and Hashtag the
Panda come out to entertain you.
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Universal Orlando Resort

TM

See who gets the last laugh on Race
Through New York Starring Jimmy
Fallon.
Stay close to the action at one of
Universal’s uniquely themed on-site
hotels.You’ll enjoy exclusive theme
park benefits like getting into the
parks early and complimentary
transportation to and from the
parks.Take a nostalgic trip back
to the iconic beach resorts of
the 1950s and 60s at Universal’s
Cabana Bay Beach Resort, featuring
family suites that sleep up to six
complete with kitchenette.You
can also enjoy rock star luxury at
Hard Rock Hotel®, Italian charm at
Loews Portofino Bay Hotel, tropical
elegance at Loews Royal Pacific
Resort and a Caribbean vibe at
Loews Sapphire Falls Resort.
With state of the art-of-the-art
rides, exceptional entertainment,
incredible restaurants and topnotch accommodations, Universal
Orlando is days and nights of
endless fun beyond anything you’ve
ever experienced before.
Want to experience more awesome for
less? As a Military member, you can get
a Universal Orlando 4-Day ticket for the
price of an Anytime Season 1-Day Parkto-Park Ticket from your participating
ITT/LTS Office.
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Plan a grand adventure in

Tioga
County

Tioga County is home to
Pennsylvania’s Grand Canyon.
Surrounded by 165,000 acres of
the state forest, the Gorge is a
truly pristine area to visit. Outdoor
activities abound: horseback
riding, canoeing, rafting, hiking,
biking, cross-country skiing, fishing,
hunting and more!
Cyclists love the Pine Creek Rail
Trail voted one of the “10 great

places to take a bike tour” by USA
Today.This 62 plus-mile long trail,
with a two percent grade over its
entire length, travels through the
Gorge.The trail is a hard-packed
gravel surface available to hikers
and bikers with a section just for
the equestrians. For a taste of the
frontier, take a comfortable twohour covered wagon ride with
padded seats, rubber tires and
shock absorbers as you enjoy
the flora and fauna and learn the
heritage of the Pine Creek Gorge.
Train buffs and others love
our historic train excursion on a
diesel-powered train that travels an
actual working rail-line traversing
wetland areas and terrific birding
sites before stopping at Hammond
Lake, before making the return trip
to Wellsboro. Special event trains
happen periodically throughout the
season.
Tioga County is also home to
seven lakes for fishing, swimming
and water sports.
Along with beautiful landscapes,
you can enjoy festivals and arts,
scenic driving tours, unique
shopping and dining.
Tioga County has lodging to
meet your wants and needs, but it’s
a good idea to make reservations
before visiting, since availability
may be limited during popular
visiting times such as fall foliage
season. Checking on availability
ahead of time is easy by visiting:
www.visit tiogapa.com/book.
Need help planning your trip?
Call the Tioga County Visitors
Bureau at 888-TIOGA28 or check
our website at:
www.VisitTiogaPA.com.

TRAVEL USA

ImagineU
Looking for a place to spend
the entire day as a family, playing
and learning together? Look no
further! That place is ImagineU
Children’s Museum in nearby
Visalia, and we invite you and
your family to visit.
A brand-new member of the
Sequoia Foothills Chamber
of Commerce, located just 30
minutes from Three Rivers and
the southern/main entrance
to Sequoia National Park,
ImagineU is the perfect place
for family bonding in a cool, fun
environment designed to easily
teach and entertain kids from one
month through 12 years. Housed
in a 13,000 square foot purposebuilt facility, it’s an excellent
place to spend the day between
the outdoor activities our area is
known for — whitewater rafting,
hiking in giant sequoia groves,
horseback riding, boating, music
festivals, art festivals — and to
reconnect with the kids!
They can play in the citrus
packing exhibit (the “Grove
Pick and Pack”), or work on
car maintenance at the “U-FixIt Garage”! Kids can climb up
through the Oak Tree to the
Clubhouse and then come down
through the Slide — or learn
about the water cycle in the
giant outdoor “Wonderful Water
Exhibit” featuring a rain cloud
that rains, and a water wheel that
lights up a house.
Outside you will find a
percussion-based Music Exhibit
and, of course, Betsy the Cow
which kids can “milk”! We have
the Active Hands Active Minds
area where kids can build forts
and raceways, learn how to float
a beach ball with the Bernoulli
Blower, or discover gear ratios
with the giant “Gear Up! Exhibit.”
There’s a fully-stocked Arts
and Craft area, that features an
entirely glassed in Imaginarium
where kids — and parents —
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promotes family
bonding, learning

The Imaginarium in the Imagination Station Art and Craft Area.

can paint on the walls, plus an
always-available set of ready craft.
There’s even an entirely enclosed
space specifically designed for
toddlers through five years,
which offers lots of things for
touching, seeing and playing.
ImagineU is the largest facility
of its kind between San Jose and
Los Angeles, and in addition to
our physical exhibits we also
offer a full range of activities
and events. For example, come
summertime, we are offering
seven consecutive One Week
Camps, for Kids between five
and 12. Each week will focus
on a different area. What do
they have in common? All are
designed to bring new and varied
experiences to our children,
helping them learn while playing,
and enhancing their social skills.

Ready, Set, Grow! Toddler area.

Another example: our new fivesegment “Hands-on History”
program! Segment one featured
Medieval Times. Segment two
will feature World War II.
ImagineU is a proud
participant in the Chamber’s
Hero Appreciation Months

program and a sponsor of their
annual Charity Bathtub Race at
Lake Kaweah! We look forward
to serving you and your family,
during Hero Appreciation
Months, and all year round!
www.imagineumuseum.org
www.threerivers.com

Discover~~EXPLORE
Explore ~~Enjoy
DISCOVER
ENJOY
We honor our military for the
job that they do and invite
them to visit our military friendly
destination for their R&R.
•• Camping
Campingand
andHiking
Hiking
Camping
and
Hiking
••• Fishing
Fishing
andSwimming
Swimming
and
SnowshoeRiding
Walks
••• Horseback
Horseback
Riding
Horseback
Riding
•• Crystal
9-Hole
Golf in
Course
Cave
Sequoia
•• National
Cross-Country
Skiing
Park
Boating, Water Skiing,
•• White
Art Festivals,
Concerts
Boating,
WaterRafting
Skiing
Water
Water
Rafting
Square
Dancing
•• White
Concerts
and
Local Art

599-561-3300
877-530-3300
info@threerivers.com
info@threerivers.com

The Wonderful Water Exhibit at ImagineU.

•• Concerts
Art
Boatingand
andLocal
Fishing
Explore the Tulare County emap,
the interactive
guide to our county:
Visit
imagineumuseum.org,
http://www.tularecountyemap.com/
threerivers.com,
and nps.gov/seki/planyourvisit

This adThis
sponsored
by ImagineU
Children’s
Museum
ad sponsored
by Three Interactive
Rivers Bed and
Breakfast.
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Chattanooga Hiking,
Chattanooga is the Gateway
to Tennessee and is nestled
along the banks of the beautiful
Tennessee River and surrounded
by the spectacular scenic
beauty of the mountains and
the Cumberland Plateau. You
will enjoy a newly revitalized
green riverfront city, first class
attractions, great Southern
hospitality, rich Native American
and Civil War history, outdoor
adventures and locally owned

restaurants & cafes, a thriving
arts & music scene with plenty
of annual festivals and events
that offer year-round fun.
We are located right off of
Interstates I-24; I-59 and I-75. You
can park your car and check out
the FREE Electric Shuttle that
runs in a continuous loop for
14 blocks from the Chattanooga
Choo Choo Terminal Station
Complex to the Tennessee
Aquarium Plaza with over 40

Photos courtesy Chattanooga CVB

stops in-between most nights
until 11:00 p.m.
If the great outdoors is more
your style, then don’t miss our
great outdoor adventures like
kayaking, paddle-boarding or
canoeing right in downtown.
You are only a 15 minute drive
to hiking trails, mountain biking
or rock climbing indoors and
out at places like the High Point
Climbing Center — where a
short lesson can have you scaling
the Pit or going three stories up.
www.highpointclimbing.com
Didn’t bring your bike? No
problem. Use our Bike Share
Program where $8 gets you
24-hour access to over 30
stations and 300 bikes. Then,
just 45 minutes away, you can
whitewater raft on the Ocoee
“1996 Olympic” River or, if

you dare, jump off Lookout
Mountain’s west side in a hangglider made for two.
Speaking of Historic Lookout
Mountain, located only 15
minutes from downtown
Chattanooga you’ll find a whole
new list of things to do from
riding the steepest Incline
Railway in the world, to going
underground to see a 145 foot
waterfall at Ruby Falls to walking
through award-winning gardens
at Rock City Gardens.
Experience the Battles
for Chattanooga Museum
presentation on the battles of
1863 and stroll the National Park
Battlefield unit at Point Park.
www.lookoutmountain.com
Don’t miss the 13 x 30 foot
painting done by an eye-witness
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AND MO
RE!

Kayaking, Street Parties
to the 1863 Chattanooga battles
located in the NPS Visitors
Center across the street from
Point Park. If time allows, head
down to the Chickamauga
Battlefield at Fort Oglethorpe to
see the new movie presentation
“Death Knell of the Confederacy”
at the NPS visitor’s center and
then head out to drive the oldest
and largest National Military
Park in the USA. Many military
leadership classes have made the
pilgrimage to the Chickamauga
Chattanooga National Military
Park established in 1889 to study
the generals that fought there
during the Civil War.
If you love MUSIC then check
out our Nine-Day Riverbend
Music Festival for less than $60
for all nine nights each year in
June. With over 100 acts on five
stages you will love this awardwinning festival.
www.RiverbendFestival.com
Want something more
intimate? Main Street and the
new entertainment district at
Station Street will be perfect
for you. Check out Track 29
mentioned in Rolling Stone
Magazine as the best new venue
in the South (www.track29.co)
or enjoy great BBQ at Clyde’s on
Main, where you’ll find musicians
galore. The new Puckett’s
Grocery is bringing a part of
music city to the riverfront near
the aquarium. Be one of the first
in the nation to check out the
NEW Songbirds Guitar Museum
at the Chattanooga Choo Choo
Complex. This is one of the
largest and most rare collections
in the world. And Chattanooga
has a variety of musicians that
call it home from the 1920s
great Bessie Smith, the Empress
of Blues, to Clyde Stubblefield,
lead drummer for James Brown
to today’s top R&B legend, Usher.
Check out our CHA Tunes on
Spotify.
And here are a few great

things not to miss: our Riverfront
District includes the Tennessee
Aquarium, the world’s largest
fresh-water aquarium; a 3D
IMAX© Theater; and one of the
best children’s museums in the
USA, the Creative Discovery
Museum, for ages two to 10. You
can take a stroll or bike on our
13-mile RiverWalk, or while away
an evening at a Chattanooga
Lookouts Baseball game on Hawk
Hill downtown. Then enjoy a
prime-rib dinner and music on
the Southern Belle Riverboat or
take a ride on the high-speed
55 mph catamaran known as
the River Gorge Explorer or
splash down in the morning in
a Chattanooga Duck, a WWII
amphibious military vehicle for a
fun river ride to remember.
We guarantee to provide you
and your family with a vacation
that you will talk about for years

to come. Whatever thrills you
— we think you will find it in
Chattanooga Tennessee. Come
see this place we call home!
CHATTANOOGA – See You
There!
For more information check out
our website at www.ChattanoogaFun.

com or email Shelda Spencer Rees at
ssrees@chattanoogacvb.com.
If you are interested in bringing
your military reunion to Chattanooga
we’ve got you covered! Email Reunion
Specialist Ms. Chris Petro at ChrisP@
chattanoogacvb.com.

CHATTANOOGA ATTRACTIONS
• Lemur Forest exhibit at Tennessee Aquarium
• Songbirds Guitars
• Ruby Falls
• Wayne-O-Rama Funhouse
• Tennessee Riverpark
• Chattanooga Choo Choo
• Tennessee Aquarium
• Sculpture Fields at Montague Park
• 3 Escape Experience Challenges in Chattanooga: Escape
Experience (Southside), Escape Mission (Northshore) and
Quest2Escape (Riverfront/City Center)
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Celebrating 20 Years of Tourist Trains

The Durbin & Greenbrier
Valley Railroad in West Virginia is
celebrating its 20th anniversary
in 2017. For two decades, tourist
trains have hauled passengers
through some of West Virginia’s
most remote terrain with onboard hospitality, good food, and
mountain camaraderie.
Located within a day’s drive
of some of the country’s biggest
cities, the Durbin & Greenbrier
Valley Railroad is a perfect

summertime destination for you
and your family. Our historic train
rides take passengers on funfilled train rides from the towns
of Elkins, Cass, Durbin, or Cheat
Bridge. The company’s philosophy
of “leave the city behind and relax
in the mountains” is something
that has driven out-of-state
tourists to West Virginia for the
last several years.
In drifting out of the hustle and

bustle of urban life, visiting the
railroad and the surrounding high
mountain beauty of West Virginia
gives families the opportunity
to relax with one another and
create a memorable vacation in
a setting that people don’t often
get to experience. Internet and
cell phone service may be limited
at times, but limiting these types
of amenities gives families the
chance to be entertained and
educated differently. The railroad
and its historic towns along the
route tell the story of American
architecture and the importance
of coal mining and timber.
In 2015, the railroad expanded

its operations to include the
Cass Scenic Railroad, a former
logging railroad that contains the
largest collection of geared ‘Shay’
steam locomotives in the country.
Each year, thousands of children
and families visit Cass to enjoy
the sights and sounds of these
historic pieces of machinery. In
handing operations for the Cass
Scenic Railroad, it has opened
up additional opportunities that
transition the railroad and its
train rides from a day trip to a
weekend destination.
“When families visit one of
our Mountain Rail Adventure
destinations for the first time,
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mountains are used for training
in fighter combat scenarios. It is
very common for passengers to
be standing at the overlook while
staring down at two passing F16s
in the valley below them.
“Bald Knob is one of the quietest
places in the country – that is,
until a fighter jet passes by you at
speeds in excess of 500 mph,” said
Gunnoe.“The first time I saw a pair
of F16s slice through the valley
below Bald Knob overlook, I was
genuinely speechless.”
Whether you are looking to
get away from the city for a few

they fall in love with the
surrounding area – the scenery,
the people, and it becomes a
memorable experience,” said
Chase Gunnoe, external affairs
manager at the railroad.“It’s not
about taking a day trip to ride
a train – it’s about leaving the
chaos of urban culture behind
and drifting into the wilderness
to experience history, beautiful
mountains, and great people,” he
added.
“This place is like no other and
that’s why more than 70 percent
of our customers are returning
guests. They get to know the
workers and the employees and
they form relationships with
those people. The people of West
Virginia are respectful, familyoriented people and when you
visit our railroad – you become
a part of the family and that
experience,” Gunnoe added.
And the railroad strives to
do just that. Each April through
December, the railroad operates
a wide assortment of different
tourist trains from its four depots.
The Cass Scenic Railroad featured
steam trains and is a great way
to see parts of West Virginia that

are only accessible by rail, while
in nearby Durbin, kids can ride
along the Greenbrier River and
feel as if they are part of the train
crew.
In Elkins, the New Tygart Flyer
takes families to a beautiful
waterfall where they can de-train,
take family pictures, and return
to Elkins. Visitors can also tour
the entire rail line on board the
Cheat Mountain Salamander. Both
the New Tygart Flyer and Cheat
Mountain Salamander include
lunch and on-train entertainment.
At Cass, guests can pick from
two excursion options. A 1.5hour steam ride takes you to
Whittaker camp where families
get to learn about what it was
like to bring timber off the
Appalachian Mountains using
nothing but steam trains and
laborers. Or, families have the
opportunity to travel all the
way to the top of the mountain
at Bald Knob where a scenic
overlook at more than 4,800 feet
in elevation gives guests a view
into the state of Virginia from
West Virginia. This overlook is
also commonly used as a training
exercise for U.S. fighter jets. The
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days, or looking to create lifelong
memories with your family, the
Durbin & Greenbrier Valley
Railroad invites everyone to come
to West Virginia and be a part
of its Mountain Rail Adventure
Family in 2017.
The Durbin & Greenbrier Valley
Railroad and its team members
thank the men and women of
the United States Armed Forces
for their service to our beautiful
country.
For more information, visit www.
mountainrail.com or call 800-6867245.
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Welcome to Cedar Hill, Positioned for Success
It doesn’t take very long to
figure out you’ve arrived some
place special when you come to
Cedar Hill. Maybe it’s the pristine
natural beauty as you drive into
town on our FM 1382 nature
corridor, maybe it’s the high-end
shopping that makes Cedar Hill the
regional shopping destination for
parts of four counties, or maybe
the warm feeling you get at a
restaurant where everyone really
does “know your name.”Whatever
the reason, Cedar Hill offers the
perfect place to live, work and
play in an environment that is
simply different from any other, an
environment where opportunities
really do grow naturally.
Cedar Hill has enjoyed a
longstanding culture of valuebased leadership.A clear consistent
vision, a commitment to develop
and implement long-range plans,
an expertise in developing
partnerships and a solid focus on
community all serve to guide not
just where Cedar Hill is going, but
why.The result is a stable, vibrant,
and intentional environment that
is not only business friendly, but a
sound and prudent place to invest.
Families, businesses and community
grow organically in Cedar Hill
and this works to create the kind
of market place that discerning
businesses need to start, thrive and
grow.
From tech start-ups to
multinational companies, Cedar
Hill has been designed to be a
partner for business success. Being
only half grown, and in the midst
of the one of largest and fastest
growing economies in the nation,
Cedar Hill’s solid planning, friendly,
stable environment and unique
community and business amenities
will continue to attract discerning
businesses for many years to come.

Intentional Planning and Values
= Growth and Prosperity
A wide range of innovative
planning is guiding Cedar Hill into
its future. One of most exciting
of these is the City Center Plan
that is transforming Cedar Hill’s
historic downtown and commercial
core into the most unique urban

center in the region.The mix of
integrated residential, retail, office
and community services highly
connected with open spaces, trails,
bike lanes, and eventually, transit
rail is creating many exciting
business opportunities and new
ways of calling Cedar Hill home.
Another key element is Cedar
Hill’s innovative, sustainable land
use planning, which balances
growth with a deep commitment
to preserving and connecting its
natural spaces. Working in concert
with its open space partners like
Cedar Hill State Park and Dogwood
Canyon Audubon Center, the
City is preserving 20 percent
of its land area to insure it will
continue to flourish and set Cedar
Hill apart as a model. Other plans
include creating a vibrant tourist
economy centered on Cedar Hill’s
iconic natural attractions, historic
downtown charm and high-end
shopping attractions. Significant
transportation infrastructure
enhancements are planned,
including capacity and congestion
upgrades to U.S. 67, and also Future
Loop 9, which will connect Cedar
Hill’s industrial and commercial
areas directly to I-45, I-35 and
other fast-growing areas within our
expansive trade area.
As the North Texas region
continues to experience dramatic
growth, the most successful
communities will be those that
are connected, distinctive and
discerning about who they are and

where they are going. In this regard,
Cedar Hill is uniquely positioned for
business and community success.
As one of the oldest communities
in Dallas County, commerce has
always been a key part of the
community and the environment.
From its earliest days as a trading
hub, agricultural center and
railroad destination, to the vibrant,
highly-diversified economy that
is emerging today, Cedar Hill has
been deliberately designed to
perfectly balance quality business
and community growth within the
stunning natural beauty that makes
Cedar Hill the prettiest part of
North Texas.
Cedar Hill’s unique natural
qualities, strategic central location,
excellent connectivity and solid
infrastructure supports a wide

range of business sectors and are
just a few of the reasons why so
many national and regional brands
of distinction are calling Cedar
Hill home. Brands such as Dillard’s,
H&M, JC Penny, Burlington Coat
Factory and Home Depot all add
to over two million square feet of
retail and office space that make
Cedar Hill a regional retail and
business service hub.
Cedar Hill’s industrial sector
is exceptionally diversified.The
ease of connectivity to the region,
availability of freight rail, and
abundant well-educated human
capital promotes growth and
profitability in industries from
metal fabrication and distribution
centers to commercial fixture
and aeronautical component
manufacturing.

HOMESCHOOL OPTIONS
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Education Without Limits
From a School Without Walls
As a military family you
understand, better than anyone,
the joys and struggles of the
calling.You’ve devoted your lives
to serving your country, and this
decision impacts every person
in your family. One of the biggest
ordeals of deployment is the travel
required. Military families like
yours move an average of three
times more than civilian families.
Statistically your children are likely
to move over six times during
your military career. Outside of
deployment, your family travels
for pure enjoyment as well. So you
need an education as flexible as
your schedule, as portable as your
suitcase, and as reliable as possible.
Why not pursue the best
education available to your family
that is built your way all the
way? Basically the quality of your
student’s learning doesn’t change
every time your address changes.
Here’s how homeschooling can
bring the same level of strength
and security to your child’s
education that your family brings to
serving this nation.

Flexibility and Stability
Your family is on the go and,
while picking up and moving
every few years is hard, you’ve
probably gotten used to this
transient lifestyle. But, your child’s
education could suffer if you are
locked into a traditional school
format. Lost class time, missed days,
and adjustment periods add up to
a struggle for many students and
can negatively impact your kid’s
ability to focus and reach their
academic goals. Plus, imagine what
consistency and stability can do for
your kid’s educational experience,
never having to change teachers or
programs regardless of where you
are.You’ll gain this flexibility too
because school goes where and is
done when you choose. Want to
take a vacation in the middle of
December? Go for it! Need to take
a few months off to move to a new
assignment? You got it! Whether
you want traditional textbooks or
online learning, homeschooling will
give your family the flexibility and
security you need to keep school
life the same even when your
address isn’t!

Customization that
Meets Your Needs
Your kids are unlike any other
on earth and have experienced
more than most civilian adults
have in their lives. Celebrate your
kid’s individuality and strength
of character with a completely
customized education. With
homeschooling you’re in the
driver’s seat of your child’s
education, making choices that

matter most. And, just because
your child is homeschooling
doesn’t mean that he or she can’t
participate in local athletics and
other important experiences. In
fact your kids will have more time
to pursue their goals outside of
textbooks, as homeschooling will
add hours to your day! A great
bonus, more family time to discover

more about one another and
strengthen bonds with family and
friends.

Accreditation to
Secure Your Future
If you’ve ever moved from to a
new state or country, you know
that no one school district or
educational department are the

same. In fact, education standards
differ from base-to-base, state-tostate, country-to-country even with
military standards. Homeschooling
with an accredited homeschool
partner can free you from the stress
of learning and conforming to new

Without Walls continued on Page 58
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standards with each deployment or
move.Your child will graduate with
an accredited diploma which is
instrumental in helping them gain
them entrance into the college,
university, or academy their
heart desires. In this competitive
educational climate, homeschooled
students are often considered
more highly above their peers
as they have proven themselves
strong in independence,
responsibility, and critical thinking
skills. Be sure your homeschool
partner, in both courses and
curriculum, is accredited to secure
your child’s future academic
opportunities.

Support that Keeps
You on Track
Much like what you face
when moving to a new base or
location, making the switch to
homeschooling can be a scary
experience where you feel
surrounded by the unfamiliar.
But, it doesn’t have to be! In
the military you’re never alone,
surrounded by your military family
to support and care for you. Let a
homeschool partner do the same
as you step into this new world!
Finding an accredited homeschool
partner that will help you choose
curriculum, keep track of grades

HOMESCHOOL OPTIONS
and records, ensure you’re
meeting state and legal standards,
and issue your child’s diploma
will ensure that you’re supported
each step of the way. You’ll stay
in the driver’s seat of your child’s
education, but have an expert
passenger to guide you.
You are the best, the bravest,
our first line of defense. So are
your kids. They deserve the
best education regardless of
where they live. Your child’s
best school, richest learning, and
truest education already happens
within the walls of your home,
wherever that may be, because
you are your child’s first and
most important teacher. Why
not let homeschooling help you
bring out the best in your child
while giving you the flexibility
and security you need no matter
where the road takes you? Let
Bridgeway Academy help design
the perfect homeschooling
experience for your family. For
over 65 years Bridgeway has been
supporting families like yours
across the globe who hear and
answer the call to homeschool.
Our commitment to you is that
you will love learning with us.
Get ahead with your child’s
education today by visiting
militarysummerschool.com. And use
coupon code MILITARYSUMMER to
receive 10% off each course.
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13 Tips for Your Next Move or PCS
(Information Courtesy of USAA)
Moving is a lot more than
getting your stuff from point A to
point B — it’s a major life event.
USAA provides an extensive PCS
Guide to help your relocation go
as smoothly as possible. Here are
some highlights:
Start saving. Even if the
military or another employer
covers some of the costs, moving
can set you back thousands
of dollars. Shipping charges,
temporary housing and startup
fees at your new residence add
up. As soon as you receive your
orders, set aside cash each month
to cover out-of-pocket costs.
Track your expenses.
Some moving expenses may be
tax-deductible, such as those
incurred through travel, a
spouse’s job-hunting costs and
mortgage points. Save receipts
and other important paperwork
for tax time.
Downsize. Clean out your
home. Give away items you don’t
need — keep donation receipts
for tax purposes too — or have
a garage sale. Put the extra cash
toward moving expenses.
Find a place to live. Notify
your landlord of your PCS orders
and upcoming move or get your
home ready to sell. Research real
estate values in your current
community and your new town
to get the best deal on both ends.
Talk to friends and family to find
an experienced agent. If you’re
living off the base, plan to spend
only 85 percent of your Basic
Allowance for Housing on rent
or a mortgage payment. Save the
rest for utilities and insurance.

Move Checklist

Look for a new job or
school. Though you may have
a career waiting for you, don’t
assume that your spouse will.
Visit job boards and reach out to
personal contacts ASAP. Research
the enrollment deadlines and
requirements for any family
members attending new schools.
Pick up education records or
have them forwarded.
Decide between DIY or
hiring help. Military folks can
usually choose between a moving
company and doing it on their
own. Remember, the government
pays an incentive to service
members who move themselves.
As soon as you receive orders,
schedule an appointment with
the transportation or personal
property office to discuss your
options. Summer months can be
busy in many locations, so the
earlier you schedule your move,
the more likely you will get the
dates you desire.
Insure your belongings.

Create an inventory and
photograph your valuables in
case you need to file a claim.
Store the list online with the
Insurance Information Institute’s
free Know Your Stuff® Home
Inventory app. Have high value
items appraised and consider
adding protection. At least 24
hours before your move, contact
your insurance company to
confirm your possessions will
be covered while in transit or
storage. Pack items you simply
can’t live without in your car or
suitcase.
Get your car ready. Take care
of auto maintenance and repairs
before the trip. And don’t forget
to notify your auto insurance
company of your move.
Engage with your new
community. Visit websites
for your new city government,
chamber of commerce, and
convention and visitors bureau.
Military personnel should ask
about the Relocation Assistance
Program, which offers detailed
information about military
communities worldwide.
Notify your bank. During a
move, you may use debit or credit
cards more than usual, possibly
in an atypical location, so alert
your bank. Smartphone or tablet
apps your bank offers can help
you manage your money while
transitioning or searching for a
new bank.
Update your info. Fill out an

online change-of-address form
through the U.S. Postal Service.
Send your new address to friends
and family, physicians, schools,
magazine publishers and financial
service providers.
Transfer utilities. Arrange
disconnect dates with providers.
Order services for your new
address through the Utility
Marketplace.
Take care of last minute
cleaning. Properly dispose of
flammables such as aerosol cans,
cleaning fluids, paint, weed killer
and solvents. Drain oil and gas

Checklist
• Plan for moving expenses
• Hire movers, if necessary
• Inventory and insure your
belongings
• Prepare your car, home
and finances
from your lawn mower and other
power equipment. Wipe down
the refrigerator and freezer and
open the doors to let them to dry
out.
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5 Ways to Maximize Military
Benefits and Save Money

(Information Courtesy of USAA)
Between basic training, PCSing
and deployment, joining the
military presents some unique
financial challenges in the first few
years of service. But there are also
great benefits.
“There are a range of products
and services that can really be
used as you move through your
military career,” says JJ Montanaro,
a CERTIFIED FINANCIAL
PLANNER™ at USAA and veteran of
the Army and Army Reserves.
Montanaro’s son recently joined
the military.
“He’s just launching his career,”
Montanaro says.“As he moves along,
I’ll have recommendations for him
based on my experience, but not
everyone has that, so it’s important
to do your research.”
First, review the range of
financial and legal protections
offered through the
Servicemembers Civil Relief Act,

including:
• Auto lease termination (180 day
orders).
• Residential lease termination
(90 day orders).
• Protection from foreclosure,
evictions, repossession and
legal proceedings.
• Reduced interest rates on
existing credit card, auto
loan, mortgage or other debt
incurred prior to active service.
Banking. During a PCS or
deployment, USAA waives fees on
credit card balance transfers and
convenience checks. Plus, it offers
a special low APR on new and
existing transactions for one year.2
“That’s money in your pocket,”
Montanaro says.“Take advantage of
the situation and try to pay down
existing debt.”
Personal Property. Renters
insurance, as well as Valuable
Personal Property insurance, can
help you protect your belongings
— particularly uniforms — on base
and abroad. Both provide coverage
worldwide, including in war
zones, and while living in military
barracks or in ROTC or academy
dorms. Get a 20 percent discount
on renters while living on base.
Tax Advice. Get help with your
taxes, using Free TurboTax Deluxe
Online Federal for active duty and
reservists.
Travel. USAA offers member
discounts on car rentals, cruises,
resorts and hotels. What’s more,
travel insurance can provide some
peace of mind if you have to cancel
a trip because of a deployment or
unexpected leave revocation.

What To Do Now
• Research the Servicemembers
Civil Relief Act
• Store your vehicle on base for
discounts on auto insurance
• Protect your property at home
or abroad
• Get free tax help
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Griffon Association Successful in 2016
By Gen. (Retired) Skip McCartney
The Griffon Association is happy
with another successful year.
However, I can’t help but repeat that
as our membership ages, in order
for the association to continue its
good works over the long term, the
association needs more help from
both retirees and current Soldiers in
the form of active memberships.To
get back up in the 300 plus members
we had eight to nine years ago,
we initiated some plans in the last
couple of years to positively affect
that, which have brought some small
results but still not at the level we
need.
We have kept pace with our
membership gains and losses but not
gained much overall. Currently, we
have 132 life members and 45 yearly
members, plus one honorary member
for a total of 178 as of December,
2016. I ask each of you who must
have several friends who are eligible
for membership, to contact them,
encourage them to join and send
them a copy of the membership
application, which CSM Joe
Winchester will send out to you with
the picnic letter or they can join on
the website, www.108thgriffonassoc.
com.Annual membership is only $10.
This is a small sum for anyone and
the organization needs the support to
keep up its good works.You can also
become a life member for only $108.
Thanks for the help in this vital area.
In 2016, our motto of “Be a Patriot,
Help a Soldier” was certainly followed
as you will see later in this summary
with the donations we made and
scholarships we gave. Helping
Soldiers and Families in need and
Veterans who have served in the
past is really an ongoing service that
started when we all first swore our
oath. Membership and participation
in the association is an easy and good
way to give back even if you live a
long way from Charlotte.
In 2015, as a result of our 5th
Annual Soldiers and Families golf
tournament, we raised $12,994.45
benefiting Soldiers and families,
which was not our best year ever
but certainly respectable. During
2016, your board distributed much of
that money, plus some small amount
left over from 2014 for what they
determined were worthy causes and
to benefit soldiers and families.
In 2016, we received seven
scholarship applications.That was
not as many as 2015 but the overall
quality was wonderful. It was so good
in fact that the scholarship committee
(Lin Ingram, Chaplain Brian Donley
and Bob Gwaltney) again had a hard
time deciding among them on an
order of merit list but recommended
we try to give something to all and
even increase our amounts if we
could.We ended up dividing the
applicants into two groups with the
top group receiving $1,500 each, and
the other group receiving $1,000
each for a total of $8500, which was

the same amount we gave to 11
winners in 2015.Again, we were very
pleased that we received applications
from and picked winners across the
Training Command as well as Griffon
Association family members.
In addition to our scholarships
process, we received and approved
an application from a Soldier who
had been injured in the line of duty.
Because of delays in paperwork
processing she was not receiving
line of duty payments. Since she had
difficulty working, she had bills going
unpaid, which put financial strains
on her family.We distributed $1,800
to this Soldier at her request, which
was successful in tiding her over,
until her financial situation stabilized
and she began receiving line of duty
payments.
In addition to these individual
payments, we also recommitted to
several groups, which we felt were
carrying on great work on behalf of
Soldiers and Veterans and who we
wanted to support.We gave $500
to Purple Heart Homes, which is a
Statesville, North Carolina based nonprofit, which helps disabled Soldiers
acquire new homes or remodel
existing homes to accommodate their
individual needs for handicapped
accessible housing.We also provided
$500 to Veterans Restoration
Quarters, an Asheville, North Carolina
based non-profit, which working
through ABC Christian Ministry
provides job training, housing
and counseling and drug/alcohol
treatment (as necessary) for homeless
Veterans from across North Carolina.
We also gave $500 to the Iredell
County American Legion for Veterans
Services and $500 to the Charlotte
USO location at the Charlotte airport,
which serves thousands of service
members each year. Lastly, we
contributed the amount of $1,500 to
the Freedom and Hope Foundation,
a South Carolina non-profit, which
provides free overnight hunting trips
to wounded warriors.
In April, 2016, around 40 Griffon
Association members and guests
attended the annual picnic held at
Weston Lake picnic area, right next
to Ft. Jackson, SC, the 108th’s second
home for over 50 years.We were
very fortunate to have a briefing from
the Ft. Jackson CG detailing changes
ongoing at Ft. Jackson and how the
108th and its subordinate units fit
into Ft. Jackson’s current and future
plans for supporting American’s
largest basic training effort.The
group also enjoyed a huge barbecue
lunch with all the trimmings.Those
attending agreed that both the food
and the briefing was the best we had
received in recent years.
The Association originally
scheduled its 6th Annual Soldiers’
and Families’ Golf Tournament for
the 26th of September; however,
torrential rains that morning literally
put the course under water and
cancelled the tournament. Fortunately
we were able to reschedule the

Seventh Annual Golf Tournament
25th of September, 2017
For you golfers, who have not been able to attend in the past, please
plan to bring a team this year and we always need some help from nongolfers for registration etc. For those of you who participated in 2016, we
thank you and look forward to seeing you again in 2017.

tournament for October 24th at Pine
Island Country Club in Charlotte,
North Carolina, the same course that
has hosted us since the beginning.
With the help of solicitations
by employees of Knight
Communications, publisher of The
Griffon, and after months of work
by members of the Board and other
Association members, who obtained
sponsors, donors and golfers,
volunteers from the Association
joined together to host close to 90
golfers (we started with our largest
field ever until the postponed date
did not work for a few foursomes).
This time the weather cooperated,
all had a wonderful time and we got
some great news coverage in the
fall issue of the Griffon.The 208th
Army Band provided military music
during registration and played the
National Anthem and the Army Song
as the Colors were presented by the
Statesville High School Junior ROTC
Color Guard.
As happens every year of the
tournament, golfers were treated to
a box lunch, dinner after the round
and numerous opportunities on the
course to win prizes provided by
sponsors to include closest to the
pin on par 3s, longest drive for men
and women, winning a car and a golf
cart for a hole in one on two of the
par 3s as well as prizes at the end for
two net flights for 1st, 2nd and last
place. Golfers opened their wallets
again to buy mulligans and red tees,
participated in a 50/50 raffle and a
silent auction, which contributed
not only to the fun but the fund for
Soldiers and Families.
All this hard work, fun and
generosity resulted in $13,187.60
net being raised by the Association
for support of Soldiers and Families
from across the 108th Training
Command spectrum, including
Soldiers and Families from the
95th, 98th and 104th subordinate
Divisions.The association is very
pleased to be able to provide
needed resources for Soldiers and
Families trying to take advantage
of educational opportunities, funds
for Families under financial stress as
a result of a Soldier’s deployment,
funds for financial assistance to
Soldiers who have been wounded or
injured in the line of duty, support
for Family Support activities such
as funds for Care Packages and
phone cards to deployed Soldiers
and support for other charitable
organizations who support Soldiers
and Veterans.
Your board met recently and
scheduled the spring picnic for

Saturday 29 April 2017.We will
have the picnic again at Weston
Lake adjacent to Ft. Jackson, South
Carolina, a place which should
be well known to all. In addition
to a good meal and reacquainting
with old friends, we hope to
have a presentation from the
Training Command G-3 and/or a
representative from Ft. Jackson.
Please place the event on your
calendar and make plans to attend
with family and bring a new
member too.We will get out more
information on the picnic to the
membership shortly.
We are also looking forward to
another Reconnect event at Ft.
Jackson sometime in the spring
and/or fall, which is sponsored
by the South Carolina American
Legion.We will not know the exact
date until a few weeks in advance
but will let everyone know as soon
as we know. For those who have
attended in the past, this is a great
opportunity to re-visit the 108th’s
second home.
Our Seventh Annual Golf
Tournament will take place on the
25th of September, 2017. For you
golfers, who have not been able
to attend in the past, please plan
to bring a team this year and we
always need some help from nongolfers for registration etc. For those
of you who participated in 2016,
we thank you and look forward to
seeing you again in 2017.
Lastly, we added a couple of
events to the schedule in 2013.
Since then, members of the
association have attended as
guests at the Carolinas Freedom
Foundation’s Freedom Breakfast
in Charlotte in conjunction with
Veterans’ Day.We did not march in
the Charlotte Veterans’ Day parade
this past year, but hope to have a
contingent involved this year — let
me know if you are interested in
either event.As an extra benefit, you
will get to see Tom Phlegar lead the
parade with his leggings and tricorner hat, while playing his drums
with the Revolutionary War color
guard.Those two events take place
in 2017, on the 13th (Breakfast)
and 11th (Parade) of November
and we hope to have increased
participation among our members
in the Charlotte area.
As I started this summary, I will
also again end on an appeal for
your help in getting more members
signed up among your friends
and acquaintances.Thanks for
everyone’s continuing support.
Hooah!!
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Suicide Prevention
Suicide can be prevented. Admitting a need for help is a
sign of courage. If you need help, please talk with someone
in your chain of command, Chaplain, a Behavioral Healthcare
Professional or one of the resources listed below. If you know
someone who needs help, please refer them to the resources
mentioned here. If needed escort them to the nearest medical
treatment facility for treatment. In an extreme emergency,
please contact 911 for assistance.

Crisis Intervention and Other Resources

• Emergency - 911
•N
 ational Suicide Prevention Lifeline
- 800-273-TALK (8255) – Press 1
for the Military Crisis Line (Text to
838255)
• Military One Source - 800-342-9647
•T
 he Defense Center of Excellence
(DCoE) - 866-966-1020
•W
 ounded Soldier and Family Hotline 800-984-8523

EXPERIENCE
IS NOT ALWAYS
CREATED EQUAL.
You’re a multi-tasker.
You’re efficient and effective.
You have an old-fashioned
work ethic that sets you
apart from others.
Join a team who not only
embraces a veteran’s
experience but thrives
because of it.
Make the most of your
training and your career,
go the distance
with Celadon.

Join our team and reap the rewards of your hard work.
©2017 Celadon Group, Inc. | careers.celadontrucking.com

Ball State Online
“Our Career Center, Admissions Office,
Registrar’s Office, Student Advising,
and Student Disability Services all
have people who work individually
with veterans and active military.”
—Michael Black (left), Ball State

assistant director of financial aid and
scholarship for veteran affairs

Earn your bachelor’s in criminal justice
and criminology 100 percent online.
If you hope to stand tall in the criminal justice field, you begin with a bachelor’s degree—a degree
that caters to your military life and gives you confidence in the job market.

Why Ball State?
• Our criminal justice and criminology faculty have a mix
of professional experience and outstanding academic
qualifications and are the same faculty who teach on campus
• You have a strong possibility of landing a job before graduation
• We have many services for online students, including a Learning
Center, Writing Center, Technology HelpDesk, Library Services,
Career Planning Services, Tutoring, and more

Ball State holds four national rankings in U.S. News & World Report
for Best Online Programs.

bsu.edu/online

